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HE LEDGER & TIMES
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New Series No. 644 -

COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS 'VICKY FMK

H. P. Wear Dies Friday;.
• Was Pioneer Druggist
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E. M. "Bert" Sexton
Sells Interest in Local
Hardware Company

MURDER CASES TO
COME UP DURING
SPRING SESSION

$1.00 a year In

Calloway
Marshall. Graves. Henry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewnere
the State of Kentucky.
a year (4) any address
2 00
'''"" other than above.,

$1.50

$

Vol. CVIII; No. 13

Crowd Braves Snow For First Mule Day
air

67 ENTRIES VIE
FOR HONORS ON
FIRST MULE DAY

E. M. "Bert" Sexton, for 30 years
a member of the firm of Sexton
Brothers Hardware Co., has sold
his interest in the company to Its
Snow and Cold Weather
Douglass and Misses Frances and Charges Against Cook and
Ruth Sexton. The style of the new
Are No Obstacles
McCuiston to be Heard
firm* will be Sexton-Douglass Hardto Crowd
in
April
ware Company._
Miss Frances Sex:on nas been
DAVID TERHUNE, 94, IS
connected with the hardware firm NAMES OF GRAND AND
for some four y:ears, while Mr. PETIT JURORS DRAWN
OLDEST MAN PRESENT
Death came Friday morning,
Douglass has been in the employ
otio.
March 22, at 2:15 o'clock to one
of the Sextons for approximately
Braving the extreme cold a rec12 years. Mr. Douglass is a nephew
of the most distinguished and
Two murder cases are scheduled
ord crowd turned out to witness
of J. D. Sexton.
highest regarded citizens of Murto be tried at the April term of
Murray's initial big-time Mule Day
Miss Ruth Sexton will .not be the
ray. H. P. Wear, 79, pioneer drugCalloway
Circuit
County
Fourth Monday. Despite the snowy
actively connected with the store Court, County, Attorney
gist, devout churchman, indulgent
Wells
roads the , citizens of Calloway
as
head
continue
to
serve
will
but
neighfather, loving husband, good
Overbey said today.
county brought their stock in
of the Home Economics Department
bor and friend to his fellow man,
droves to make the-iSceasion one
Manson Cook, 33, has ueen inat Murray State College. Charles
passed away following an illness
long
to be remembered. SixtySexton will continue as salesman dicted following the death of Car-seven entries competed for the
of several weeks at his home on
los Evans, 29. Laurine McCnis.
firm.
the
new
for
prizes.
North Fifth. Street with members
Mr. E. M. Sexton' has not yet an-5 ton, colored, will face e muider
of his family present. Mr. Wear
charge in connection With the
David Terhune, 94, father of Mrs.
plans.
flounced
his
future
suffered from an organic ailment.
G. C. Ashcroft, was the oldest man
death of her husband, Dewey MC.
present.
Though his death was not unexCU iston.
pected. Mr. Wear's passing was
A list of the winners of the variThe grand jury will be impannone the less a deep shock to his
ous prim offered reveals the fact
eled Monday. April 8. Judge_Ira
that only two persons,-Wa--A. Swift
family and many friends. There
D. Smith, Hopkinsville, will 'preof-Benton Route 3, and J. H. Robwag never a kindlier soul than
side over the court. Conistonother
inson & Son of Puryear, Tenn., reMr. Wear. He never had
wealth attorney is John King of
anyone.
ceived a first and second prize. Mr.
word
for
than a pleasant
Know Your Neighbor ,Tour by Cadiz.
Swift took a second prize in one
He was gracious and understandThe
list
of
grand
jurors
and
Chamber of Commerce
class and a first in' another, while
ing to all.
petit jurors follows:
Includes Murray
on one entry Mr. Robinson had TIO
Mr. Wear was the son of A. H.
' Grand fOry: airy Paschall. Mur-, The North side of the Court Square looking West on Fourth Monday Mule Day, shooing a part of the competition.
and Mrs. Sallie Wear, deceased,
The Memphis Chamber of Com- ray; B. S. Haley, Hazel; A.
With the first occasion or, this.
large crowd of visitors and contestants. Snow may be seen in the background.
ands was born in Murray on the
merce, sponsoring a two-day "Know Critizford, Murray; Wilson Farley,
type definitely acclaimed a suCcess
thirteenth day of January, 1861.
Your Neighbor Tour" of west Ten- Concord; J. H. Watson, Brinkley;
by the committee, conditions bid
As a boy he farmed and secured
H. P. WEAR
nessee and Kentucky have announc- 3.• D. Hamilton, Murray; W. H.
fair to its establishing a precedent
an education from the Murray
ed through Marshall J. Smith, di- Huie, Murray; George Ray, Symms;
in Mairray which will mean that
Male and Female Institute.
rector of trade relations, that their Bob Grogan, Concord; F. P.
each Fourth Monday in March will
special train will stop at Murray Hughes, Brinkley; Arthur ClendenOn August 2, 1895, he was marbe a red letter day in the history,
for' a short time on Monday, April on. Wadesboro; Walter L. Lassiried to Miss Numa Oury, a fine
of Callowt,iy county.
12th. The time set for the arrival, ter, Murray; L. P. Jones, Swann;
Christian character, who survives
Pcrsons who usually come early
although not officially confirmed,
Drive to Aid Crippled Children
C. B. Fulton Recalls March Snow
to mourn his death together with
J. W. Story, Brinkley; Irve Brewto insure a good parking space near
is 10:05 a. m.
to Close April 6
70 Odd Years Ago
two daughters and a grandson,
er,
Murray;
Seth
Cooper,
Concord;
business district took advantage
the
On a former trip of this nature
Mrs. S. R. Pearson, Jacksonville,
H. I. Neely, Hazel; W. B. Broach,
of the-new parking lot at the corner
Tennessee
ago,
the
The
18
months
Seal
sale
for
some
the
benefit
of
of
snow,
which
is
said
•
A'
blanket
Atlanta,
Ga.,
Fla., Mrs. Paul Willis.
Sudents from Calloway Couniy
Poplar ''and Fourth, with the late
delegation was greeted by repre- Swann; Guy Farley, Murray; G. crippled children of Kentucky,
to be perhaps the deepest of the of
and Hugh Stevens Pearson, Jack' Write on Library Needs
whatever room was
sentatives of civic groups here and" Ott Holland, Liberty; Ralph W. which was to have closed Easter Group Attending Anxious winter falling at one time, greeted comers taking
sonville, Fla. Also surviving him
in Kentucky
Cars were parked many
left.
the college band played for their Ray. Brinkley; J. Robertson. Mur- Sunday, will be continued through
this section on Easter morning for
For
Similar
Class
'1
are one sister, Miss Mettle Wear,
direction from
out
in
every
blocks
ray; S. 0. Parks, Swann; and C. April 6th, it was announced by T.
the first "white Easter in the mem- the business -district.
Among the students submitting entertainment.
Next Year
Murray, and a brother, E. W.
V. McCuistori, Concord.
visitors
which
from
the
0.
Turner,
Reports
Calloway
chaircounty
ory
of
residents
here.
Wear, Wickliffe, Ky., and .numer- essays on the subject of "Why Ken- came to Murray after the former
Photographers in Murray for the
Petit jury:
Arthur newest% man.
Various persons visiting the Ledg- filming of the Lion's Club picture
tucky Needs State-wide Library
ous other near relatives.
visit indicated that he Tennessee- Wadesboro;
ATTENDANCE
AVERAGE
John
Hutche
"Although
the
school
children
of
closremember
cold
contest
which
er
&
Times
-office
the
Service"
in
For more than 54 years. Mr.
in the Movies" were ,on the
ans were enthusiastic over the
Pogue, Swan
the county have done an excellent
PER MEETING IS .14 weather and several have reported "We're
Wear was owner of the Wear ed March 15th were 16 from Callo- greeting accorded them. In comp- Swann; Rudy
job throughout the day and caught
Galon
Thurman,
job
in
selling
Concord;
N.
the
many
seals
already
previous
occasions.
flurries
on
'
snow
County.
way
owned
Drng Store which had been
many shots of the crowd and the
liment to the band they sent to
sold." said Mr. Turner, "the quota
C. B. Fulton of Murray states mules which will be shown when
The contest sponsored by the Mayor Hart a lighted baton to be Paschall, Murray; J. L. Lassite
The series of evening classes for
and conducted by members of the
has not been reached and we are farmers which
Concord; C. B. Kingins, Brinkle
has been conducted that approximately 70 years ago a their Movie is presented in the
Wear family for approximately 90 Kentucky Library Association in presented to the band.
J. 0. Wrather, Swann; N. B. Bak- extending the time in order that by Prof. W. H. Brooks. agriculture deep snow fell on the fourth Sun- college auditorium April 15-16.
years previous to Mr. Wear's re- cooperation with the Kentucky
Plans are on foot to again give
more people may have an opporMr. Fulton, who is
tirement in May, 1936. The drug Citizen's Library League. was open these neighbors a taste of Murray's er, -Swann; Crawford McClurg, tunity to aid in this great humani- teacher at the Training School, day in March.
Winners of prizes were:
closed with the meeting held Thurs- now 77 years old, recalls that he
business was founded by his fath- to any student in grades 7 to 12 in special brand of Southern hospi- Liberty: Homer G. Radf
tarian cause."
Best Pair Of Mutes, any age:
boy when this hapwas
a
small
Wadesboro;
S.
R.
Downs,
Murray.
state.
of
the
schools
the
day
evening.
March
n.
er, A. H. Wear, in 1844, and was
tality.
pened and does not know the exact First prize, Holmes Paschall, PurFigures were not available to
H. D. Magness, Murray; Price LuslAnnouncement of the four w:nformer Mr.
succeeded- by the
Throughout the series at 10 meet- year. He states that the snow start- year. Tenn.; Second prize, Elmus
show the exact amount of money
siter.
Murray;
W.
A.
Ray,
Brinkthe
7-9
and
in
grades
essays
ning
Wear in 1882.
ings, 17 farmers have availed them- ed falling 'in the night on Saturday Wilson, Murray Rt. 6.
derived from the sale of seals,
ley; Walter Hutchens, LibertY:
The church has always been four in grades 10-12 will be made
selves of the opportunity to hear
Best Mule Under 2,Years: First,
Concord; J. Wilsiga wkich started on Wednesday. March timely discussions oh various phas- and continued through the entire
close
heart and he at an early date.
,10111:- and continued throughout the
Sunday.
Smith,
Murray;
011ie
,itity
-if;
s- C. Nanney. Murray Rt. 1; Secbette=1 day
es of-farming'which
has bee n one o
e veritable pilStudents from Calloway county
He. further states that a strong ond, R. C". Tarry, Murray Rt. 1.
Hazel; Louis Harding, Swears; L. 'week, nor has the committee yet ficial in this section. The average
lars of the First Christian Church who submitted essays were DoroTile Calloway County Conserva- N. Imes, Wadesboro; Leir H. Ford, announced the amount of funds attendance for the meetings was 14. wind blew throughout the storm so
Best Mule, any age: First, J. D.
of Murray for many, many years. thy Adams, Geraldine Alton, Boyd tion Club win hold its monthly
that
parts of the ground would be Wilson, Murray Rt. 6; Second, R.
Swann; Herman J. Rogers, Swann: gained through the sale of Easter Persons not attending as many as
He has served his church in vari- Champion, Mary Sue Clayton. Ruth meeting on Tuesday night, April 2,
drifted
alexposed
and
the
snow
was
lilies,
which
sponsored by the three meetings were not considerL. Kelso. Lynn Grove.
ous capacities open to the layman. Clayton, Brenda Cooper, Hee Erwin, at the Hazel High School at 7:30 J. S. McClure, Concord; F. P. Scouts of Troop 45.
most waist deep in spots. He vividLargest Mule: First, L. F. Wilson,
Hughes,
Brinkley;
W.
H.
Curd,
Martha
Seventeen
attended
Harmon,
ed
as
enrolled.
Ruth
Farris,
Remo
He has been clerk of his church
ly remembers this as he helped to Murray Rt. 1; Second, H. A. Swift,
o'clock.
Funds secured through this drive more than five of the meetings.
Hazel;
J.
B.
Hughes.
Paschall,
Brinkley;
Juanita
Myers,
Nelle
has
for the last 30 years. He
been
feed the stock at his home near
The program committee has ar- Harold Douglass, Swann; Thomas will be used for the purpose of
Interest was manifest by the at- Kirksey on these days and waded Benton Rt. 3.
faithful at his church duties and Katherine Underwood, Nelle Walk- ranged an interesting program
Smallest Mule: First. H. A. Swift,
Arnett, Swann; E. A. Moore, medical aid for crippled Children tending group in a similar series of
his daily life was a constant emu- er, Billie Burke Wilcox, Ava Lee which will feature selections by J.
Benton Rt, 3.
and will benefit the unforunates of classes to be conducted next year. through some of the deep snow.
Wymns.
Lucille
Hazel;
B.
H.
Houston,
Wilson,
and
Hazel;
Jeslation of the teachings of his
Elmus Beale on his accordian and
Best Pair Horses or Mares: First,
Calloway county.
The program for the last meeting
Master.
a - discussion by Mr. George Baker sie J. Roberts, Liberty; Rexford
Willie Jackson, Paducah, Ky.; Secwas a summary of the information
Cannon,
Murray;
Hardin
Ross,
of the TVA.
ond, ghomas Roberts. Murray Rt. I.
Mr. Wear was never lacking In
gained in the nine preceding meetThe meeting is open to the pub- Liberty; Sam L. Jones, Murray; CORRECTION ON DATE.OF
Best'Saddle Horse or Mare: First,
his loyalty and service to the comings. At the conclusion of this
FIELD
DAY
AT
MAYFIELD
Jake
Mayer,
Hazel.
F. L. Lawrence, Hazel Rt. 2; Second,
lic. according to Raiford Parker,
munity. serving at various times
meeting Mrs. Brooks served a deHart, Murray.
president
of
the
organization.
George
on the school board and as a
Through error a news release lightful ice course to those present.
uried Sunday
Best Stallion: First, Dr. Will Mamember of other civic groups
The following men attended the
-from the University of Kentucky
son, Murray; Second, L. W. Farmwhere he rendered honest and ef'printed in last weeks papers had meetings: Harry Wilcox, Galen Five Hundred Delegates Plan to er, Murray Rt. 4.
John David LaWrence, infant
ficient service. He was an elder
Trevathan, Walter Trevathan, K.
Field
Day
at
Mayfield
scheduled
as
Convention
Attend
2-Day
LawW.
Mrs.
C.
Best Jack: First, J. H. Robinson
of the First Christian Church at son of Rev. and
April 6. A check-up by the Exten- Trevathan, Roy Graham, Will Nanin Somerset
rence of Lynn Grove, was buried
& Son. Puryear, Tenn.; Second, J.
the time of his death.
ney.
Leonard
Wilson,
Tilman
Armsion
Agent,
Jno.
T.
Cochran
reveals
Mr. and Mrs. Gervis Manning,
in
H. Robinson & Son, Puryear, Tenn.
An overflowing crowd attended Sunday aftrenoon. March 24,
Murray, Route 3, upon the birth of that the date is still set on the strong. Chesley Adams, Jess dibbs,
cemetery. Rev.
FRANKFORT, KY. March Tr-Best Draft Horse or Mare: First,
the funeral services which were Sinking Springs
Ed
Gibbs,
Charley
Gibbs,
Clifton
fourth
as
originally
planned.
This
a
9
pound
son, named John Bell,
Five hundred delegates are expect- Willie Jackson, Paducah, Ky.; SecSam P. Martin conducted the short
Cochran, Elbert Houston. Wilbert
conducted from the First Christian
meeting
begins
at
2:00
o'clock
in
born
this
morning.
2
convention
funeral service at the home at
ed to attend the annual
ond, Thomas Roberts. Murray Rt. 3.
the afternoon, and consists prim- Haley. Leon Robertson. Lester NanChurch Saturday afternoon at 1:30 o'clock.
Plans Completed for Entertaining
of the League of Kentucky Sports;
arily of cover crops and it is under- nes,. Quint Glum Spencer Edo'clock.
Visitors on Annual
be held in SomerDeath came to the six-day-old
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Washer of stood that It is a fine demonstration wards, Lilburn Lamb, John Lassi- men, which will
Senior Day
The Rev. E. B. Motley, former
set on May 13 and 14. An interestKirksey upon the birth of Barbara of what- cover crops will and will ter, and Hall Alwards.
pastor of Mr. Wear and now of baby Sunday morning at 7 o'clock.
ing program is being arranged for
Approximately 2,500 high school Gale. a 9 pound daughter, who ar- not do on the field over there this
Corpus Christi, Tex., assisted by Besides the •parents a brother and
the two-day meeing with speakers
Eulala Lawrence, seniors from Kentucky. Tennessee, rived Monday, March 25.
year.
Rev. J. Mack Jenkins, paid beau- sister, Donald and
including H. N. Wheeler. National
survive.
Illinois, and Missouri, are expected
tiful tribute to his life and charForest lecturer: Charles E. Jackson,
annual
High
School
to
attend
the
acter of this noble man. A proU. S. Commissioner of the Bureau
the
Murray
State
Day
to
be
held
on
fusion of beautiful flowers were
of Fisheries. and "Ozark" Ripley,
•
Friday,
March
29.
College
campus,
tokens of the eminent respect and
internationally k'n o w n outdoor
A full program has been planned
James C. Armstrong. now on
esteem in which Mr. Wear was
author, fisherman, hunter, departfor entertainment of the guests, acBurial of Victor Henson, 50, son ment editor of Sports Afield, and three months leave from his marine
held by those among whom he had
cording to Miss Alice Keys, execuOf Mr. and Mrs. Bill Henson of a leader in conservation to address corp station in Cincinnati, Ohio,
made hi's life, those whom he had
tive
secretary.
who is.evisiting his father. J. C.
Murray, who died at his home in the assemblage.
encouraged, those whom he had
Student guides will start the
"Men and Mail," the freeovie
Detroit Sunday night, will take
served.
Outdoor entertainment will be Armstrong. of Hazel, Route 3, visitseries of tours of the campus and
postal
employees
Sponsored
by
the
ed
the Ledger & Times office Monplace
in
the
Alm5
cemetery
this
The pallbearers were, active:
provided at the fair grounds by Bill
e.
of Murray and Murray High School buildings at 9:30 Friday morning.
afternoon at 2 o'clock. •
Adkins, famous expert marksman, day to 'place his name on the list
Gingles Wallis. W. B. Moser, Dr.
physics
The
chemistry,
biology,
and
will be shown at Murray High
saw
gumes, and other thick-growing,
Mr. Henson had been a resident trick shot and comedian, and Tony of Calloway countians who
L. D. Hale, Vernon Hale, K. C. School auditorium on Tuesday ev- departments are holding open house
soil-holding crops:
of Detroit for a number of years Acceta, former world's and now service in the World War, Mr.
Frazee and J. 11. Johnson; honer- ening, April 2, at 7:30 o'clock.
at that time, and at 10:30 a general
volunteered
in
July
Armstrong
5. Retirement from cultivation of arid leaves surviving him . his wid- U. S. professional all-around bait
ary pallbearers were members of
The film has been secured through meeting will be held in the college
steep, highly erosive areas, and ow, one son, his parents, and ten and fly casting champion. Tony 1918, saw six months service overthe official board of the First the efforts of L. C. Hendon, local auditorium, which is to be the headareas now badly sullied or other- brothers-and sisters.
won the U. S. Amateur 041-around seas, was discharged in 1919 and
Christian Church.
clerk, who is president of the Ken- quarters for the seniors. Dr. Richwise eroded, to grass or trees.
Death came after a short illness championship for two consecutive is the only one brought to our atInterment was in the City Ceme- tucky Federation of Post Office mond
Editor's Note: In compliance with
delifer the welcome adDigest of Act
of flu. The body will be brought years. Today he is recognized as tention who is at present serving
terY:
requests from numerous -farmers
Clerks, and will prove highly en- dress.
in the service of our country.
I. The bill authorizes local groups to Paducah to the home of his
Amorig the out-of-town attend- tertaining and instructive. A short
Lunch is scheduled for 11:30 in for information on the Kentucky to organize Soil Conservation Dis- sister, Mrs. Annie Ernestberger, a wizard with either the bait castAmong other names of volunteers
ing
or
fly
rod
in
accuracy
or
disants at the funeral and burial ser- subject will be shown in addition Wells HaLS after which a working Soil Conservation Bill recently en- tricts. (Voluntary organization of where it will rest until time for'
from this county are Ernest Bailey
tance.
acted
by
Legislature.
we
held
by
the
Art
the
1940
exhibit
willbe
vices were Mr. and Mrs. S. R. to the feature picture.
who enlisted -during the- first week
Districts where needed.)
the services at Almo.
The League, which started five of war, Virgil R. Lassiter, who
Department and the Portfolio Club are submitting in brief an explana4
Pearson and little son. Hugh -Stev2. The bill sets up a state soil conyears ago with just a .handful of served with the Coast Artillery
on the third floor of the library tion of this bill:
ens c Jacksonville, Fla.; Mr. and
servation committee of 5 ex-officiis
sportsnfen's clubs as a nucleus, now from Rhode Island, Carlos Morton,
Digest of the Kentucky Soil
building. The Home Economics
Mrs. Paul Willis of Atlanta, Ga.;
state agricultural officials. (The
boasts 102 clubs. Dennie Gooch, and James A. Holton,
department and the Household Club
conservation Districts Act
Mr. and Mrs. sE. W. Wear, Mr.
committee serves without pay.
Somerset,
is president of the organwill
hold
an
and
Basic
Provisions
exhibit
tea
in
roomt
William S. Murdock. a resident
Clyde Filberts Wickliffe; Mrs. Ada
Makes legal determinations and
ization.
1. - Silting of stream channels, coordinates by advice programs of
304-5-8 of the liberal arts building
of this county at present, enlisted
Wear, Mr. and Mrs. Willis Hinkle,
reservoirs,
ditches,
and
harbors.
from
1:00
to
2:30.
he
expects
stated
that
Mr.
Gooch
from
Graves county, but has reWear, Sturgis;
LaCente.•; John
districts.
2. Piling up of soil on 'lower
sportsmen from every section of sided in Calloway ever since his
A spec...i matinee of the "M" Club
3. Any 25 or more land owners
Daniel Wear, Mrs. W. A. Merrit,
slopes, and ruin of bottom lands by may file a petition requesting formthe state to attend the convention, discharge which he received after
Willie Merrit, Mr. and Mrs. Thur- Retiring Officials Renamed Tuesday Follies will be presented for the over-wash.
seniors at 2:30 in the college audiation of a district. (A district may Lloyd Walker, 49, World War which promises to be' the most,in- fottr months of service.
man Moss, Nashville; Tom Wear,
For Two Year Period
de3.
Loss
of
and
soil
fertility
at
Ontwood
Veteran
Dies
teresting in the history of the
torium.
embrace a watershed, a county,
Paducah; Mrs. F. F. Acree, Mrs.
clining yields.
Hospital Tuesday
League.
parts of several counties, or any
J. D. Peterson, Benton; Mrs. Geo.
The Murray Chamber of Com4. Destruction of food and cover common problem area.)
The League of Kentucky SportsBrandon .and son, Ross, Dover,
merce met in the Court House
for wildlife, and destruction of fish
Lloyd Walker. a World War vet- men is cooperating to the fullest
4. After a petiton is tiled the state
Tuesday evening, March 26, for
life.
eran of this county. died Tuesday extent with the Division of Game
committee
holds
a
public
hearing
election of directors. Luther Rob5. Intensifying of drouths and in the proposed district. (All land afternoon at 2 o'clock at the United and Fish in its program of conservertson. Ernest Jones, Wells Overbey
foods, and impoverishment of fam- owners and tenants may express States Veterans Hospital- a Out- ing the wildlife resources of KenP.
W.
Ordway,
the
retiring
and
ilies'.
wood, Ky., as a result of an ab- tucky and in restocking the fields
their opinions at this hearing.)
were reelected for a
6. Damages to highways, railand streams of the state with game
5. If sentiment is favorable the scessed lung.
period of two years.
roads, buildings, navigation, hydroFuneral services for Mr. Walker and fish in order-to bring to the
state committee may conduct a refA meeting of the Board of DirecAccording to Samuel French, pro- electric power.
were
held
at
Sugar
Creke
WednesE. L. Barnett of Pine Bluff vicini.
sportsman the greatest
amount of
erendum in the proposed district.
Appropriate corrective measures (All land ownera within the pro- day afternoon with burial following Snort I:035161e.
ty was psinftrily- -injo.
The Kroge'r -UfWery and Bill- tors will be held today at 5 o'clock ducers, the Sock & Buskin Club and
Satutdal
s
"e'
•
in the Ivy cemetery. Rev. Lloyd
night. March 23, when he was ating Company will not wove its for the purpose of electing officers the Sigma Alpha Iota makes up suggested in the Act are:
posed
'district
are
eligible
to
vote.
for
the
year
of
1940.
1. Engineering operations such as
the only amateur group in KenWilson was the minister in charge.
tacked•by a boar while listening to
store from the present location to
The meeting was prseided over tucky ever to attempt the staging the construction of terraces, ter- Ninety percent in favor representMr. Walker. who was 49 years
a fox chase.
occupy the Elmos Beale building
ing 80 per cent of the land.)
by President Luther Robertson who of "The Vagabond King."
race
dikes,
outlets,
check-dams,
old,
is
survived
by
his
widow.
Mrs.
., Mr Barnett, who resides on the.
at Third and Main streets as indi- gave a resume of the work of the
6. If a majority rote in favor of
director
of
Miss
Helen
Thornton,
ponds,
ditches,
and
the
like.
Lela
Colson
Walker,
his
father.
Joe Baker farm at Pine Bluff, had
cated list week, hilt will operate group.-during the past year.
a district the state committee applay production at -the college at2. Utilizing contour strip cropJohn B. Walker, two daughters,
gone into his yard to listen to the
two stores in Murray'. 'Secretary T. T. Elkins gave a re- tributes this to the large cast of 84 ping, contour cultivating, and con- ponts two -local supervisors, who Denola and Lera Nell Walker, two
baying of fox hounds whicli were
Jimmy Jones, present manager port on the activities of the Chemapply for a charter of organization.
necessary in putting on the play tour fugrowing.
Post Master Harry I. Sledd and running near his home when the
(When the charter is issued the sons, Stanley and J. C Walker, two
of the Kroger establishment will bee of Commerce during 1930.
land the extremely high royalty
3. Seeding and planting of waste,
brothers,
James
L.
and
Lowell
L. C. Hendon left Wednesday for mad boar knocked him down.
continue as manager of the store
Extemporaneous
speeches
of charged. She states that it will sloping, abandoned or badly eroded district is organized. The landown- Walker and three sisters, Mrs. Louisville to attend the Kentucky
Pulling a muscle in one leg, the
located on the West Side of the Mayor Hart, Hall Hood, T. 0. Turn. cost between three and four hun- land to water-conserving and eros- ers then elect three more supervisLloyd Houston, Mrs. Hunter Lovett Post Masters Convention.
enraged animal chewed both his
Court Square.
er and Paul Gholson outlined the dred dollars to produce the play. ion-preventing plants, trees, and ors. who, with the two 'appointed and Mrs. Clyde Phelps.
Mn, Hendon, who is president of legs severely before he was able
supervisors, serve as the governing
The new store will be opened program of work for, the coming
Reserved seat tickets are now on grasses.
Pallbearers were Maynard Rags- the Kentucky Federation of Post to escape. He was brought to Murboard.)
immeidately upon completion of year.
sale These may be secured from
Forestation, suitable crop rotadale, Steve Duncan, Gardner'Rags- Office Clerks, will represent his ray where he received medical atremodeling and decorating, which
7. Districts are empowered to:
Vice president C. L. Sharborough any member of the Sock and Bus- tion, retardation of run-off, and soil
dale, H. H. Matipin, Golden 'Rags- orkanisation at the convention.
tention. Fourteen stitches
were
is now in progress.
presided during the election.
kin Club or the Sigma Alpha Iota. stabilization with trees, grasses, t*"
Wee "New Soil", Page II)
dale, and Hugh Thompson.
required to close the wounds.
They will return Sunday.

Entire County Joins Many Deeply Mourn
Mourning of Widely
His Death
Known Citizen

MEMPHIS GROUP
TO VISIT APRIL 12

r.

MEETING I EASTER SNOW
IS UNUSUAL
OF FARM SERIES
HELD ON TUESDAY

SEAL SALE
CLOSING
TO CONTINUE

16 STUDENTS IN
ESSAY CONTEST

Conservation Club ,
to, meet, at Hazei.Z1dridge,

ta, majyrsts

oik

SPORTSMEN MEET
TO BE HELD IN MAY

Lawrence Infant
B

2500 SENIORS ARE
EXPECTED FRIDAY

We Congratulate:

New Soil Conservat'ion
.Bill Has Broad Features

Postal Clerks
Sponsor Movie

Armstrong Now
In Marine Corp,
Enlisted in 1918

Victor Henson
Dies in Detroit

Farmers Show Keen
Interest in the
New Law

COMMERCE GROUP
ELECTS DIRECTORS

Kroger Company
To Retain Store directors,
at Present Site

WALKER SERVICES
HELD WEDNESDAY

E. L. Barnett Is
Painfully Hurt
Saturday Night

No Amateur Group
in State Has Put
on Vagabond King

Sledd, Hendon
Attend Meeting

'a
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7-Lee Reeves, Mrs. Merle Andrus representing our school The fol(amen," Mr. Havens staicd
and son, Mrs. Carrie Reeves, lowing contestants entered the
1-111t.' High Echool Glee Club. diMerle Andrus and Richard Wals- speaking events with each makt ccied by Charles Farmer. will pre1- There .has beery a Little sunshine,! ton,
W. T. M. Jones. Pastor
sent the anthem. "0 Lord Mosa good %hawing:
..d.tsry body busy, some burning •
ilea" by Franck, Musical 're
Mrs Pansy Hollomen and son
Sylvia Shewmaker, poetry readplantbeds.
sawing
some
stovewood,
presented'.
the
by
will
sponses
be
METHODIST CHURCH NOTES
of Nashville .spent part of last ing; Wayne Wilson, oartion; Etna
Dexter
and others sowing" grass and Jap
Coach Ty flatland is viewing
chorus choir, directed by Prof. -L !
Sunday. March 31..1940
week with Mr. and Mrs. Curd.
Witham', interpretative reading;
with enthusiasm his Murray High
B. pateam. The . insiorote_oagose.--1,0-ao-rre. Church School. Horace seed.
-9
Mrs. Nanny Edwards who spent Mary Mason Dunn, radio speaking. grid prospects for the 1940 seaSmith. superintendent.
Al the morning worship house.. prelude will begin promptly at
There is some sickness in the
Sylvia Shoemaker placed third son as they participate in spring
11
m.. Preaching Services
costununity. Chancy Coles is Ihr the winter in . Centralia, Ill., has
5.10,50 o clock tplease be on limo P:0.°
In the poetry reading contest com- drills. Coach Holland is of the
returned home.
the pastor will peach on "The Lost
tle impratad at this writing. Seine
At the Sunday raffle, sera :ce, • 7:30 p. m., Preaching Services.
18 other entries. opinion that prospects are much
Hardin
Mrs. Violet Harrison of St. peting against
Leader". using Kate Saul as an ex- ginning It 7:30. the College Charm
few have bad colds and sonic have
•
ample of the low depths to which directed by -Prof Putnam
po 10:15 a. m.. Church School. Gay- the toothache. Par.vin Jones hes Louis spent Easter with her moth- We are proud to have' rated in better for his outfit than they
each
entry
in the music contest. were last season when the Tigers
ion Smith, superintendent.
one may sink after beingr signally sent Bratuns' Requiem. The entire
been suffering with a severe tooth- er, Mrs. Carrie Reeve's, and Mrs.
won 3 games, lost 4, and tied I.
used of God and Hit will At the sersice will be devoted tenth's worki 6:30 i m., Young People Meeting, ache.
Reeves accompanied her home The groups rated as follows:
Boys' quartet, excellent; mixed
• John Padget!. President.
evening hour, 7-16 o'clock, the pes- f r iigious -rt
This reason will find missing
The roads are still impasaanle Sunday for a visit.
tor will preach on "Lost Oppor- l- The Sunday School will meet at
At Olive.' Union Ridge. and Pal- for
Mrs. Lizzie Redden of Cen- quartet, excellent; girls' trio, su-'
from the ranks, because of gradour peddler. Cecil Paschall
tunities"
perior;
These two themes are 9:30. Sunday rooming, led by Sop- estate the cnurch schools -meet at
boys'
solo, good; girls' so- uation, Huie, Gardner, Farley,
mired down and almost tore his tralia. Ill., is visiting Mr. and lo, good;
eorreistov and both tooth the erintendent It. L. Wade. The Christ- 10 a. in:
mixed chorus,'good.
Mrs. Cur& at this writing.
Shultz, Baker, Robinson. Ben
truck up Monday of lest week
vital issues of life
Mies Patricia tan Endeavor Societies will meet
Again
the
Quaiterly Conference at Union
school
says, "Congrat- Boggess, J. B. Outland and others,
There are several cases of
Mason will sing at the morning Sunday evening - at 630.
Kr. and Mrs. Ches`ey Paschall measles in Dexter at this writing. ulations. We're proud of you." but a goodly number of candihide. this Friday
hour.
Wednesday night, at 7 o'clock.
"Business Picks Up"
A- Weiteme to all, to all our visited their daughter. Mrs. DalJames Thomas Walston is on
dates from last year's excellent
las Lassiter and family one night the sick list.
The freshman play, "Business second team will &DIY furnish reIt was gratifying to pee the large there iiill be a Tea-Talk tor kit the Services.
of
the
home
al"
people.
the
last week.
congregations at the Easter' ser- young
An Easter egg hunt was enjoyed Picks Up," will be given Friday placements to the team.
mister
vices in our Mtirray churches and
Mrs. Rella Key. Miss Omsk at Billy Andrus' home Saturday night, March 211. et 710 p. in. The
For the 1940 edition of the TigThursday night, (April 4(hi the
if folks could brave the cold and
Mrs.
Cochran,
Lillie
Paschall
and afternoon.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Those present were: following characters are taking ers, Billy Fair, captain-elect, has
•snow of Easter, they could come Christian Fellowship Lealtue will
several.
were
ethers
In
the
part:
home
.
Anne Haley, Willis Pritchett, Marshown his intentions to keep his
to church every Sunday in the year. have a dinner meeting in the
Lord's day: Bible study at 9:45 of Mr. and Mrs. Charley Call vin
Dr. Paul Malloy, George Gibson; last year's berth, while at the
McDaniel.
Outland
Slot(
A spleadid a.
Now that. spring As here (the cal- Church dining room
Tuesday of last" week.
worship
m..
at
10745
a_
m.
and
Pritchett, Bonnie Brown, Tommie George Bickerley, Keys Patterson: other end spot Palmer Outland.
ender says so and the calendar is fellowship program and delicious 7:13 p. tn.
Kiss Clovis Bradley has tonsil- Ernstberger,
Detective Briar, James Max All- Castle Parker, 13111y Joe Sausders,
Earleen
Pritchett,
by
like the laws of the Medes arid "Omer have been arranged
Wednesday:
Ladies'
Bible
dal'
Robert and Hallet Walston, Mar- britten: Jimmy Welch, Charles Wil- Ritherd Boggess and Duvall Stone
Persians that change and alter not) President A. B. Austin. All men Meets at 2;43 p. m., prayer meetAdolphus Paschall is some lin- gie and Carrie Reeves, Howard kerson; Louie Auf, Clyde Roberts;
are having a free-tor-all to lee
we hope that many of our older"
Ill ieVited.
proved at this writing.
. lag at 7:15 p. -rn.
Damon Mathis, Dortha and Joe Esther Kimberly, Laura Farley;
.,
who is the best man for the
people who have been "het in durMr. and Mrs. L. W. Peglikilll Anne Mathis, James Thomas Wals- Valerie Elrod, Mary Opal ChrisFriday: Bible
study at • Mrs.
CHERCH
BAPTIST
IFIRST
ing the winter will find their- way
taibie Thurmond's at 230 p. in. were in the home of his mother, ton and Billie Andrus, Mrs. Ruby man; Mrs. Mattie Snapper, Fran- position.
1.9611
March
_Senday.
SE
_
,.
The tackles should be as strong
again to our house of worship. We
for ladies. Mrs Nesbitt is teach- Mrs. Martha Paschall Sunday.
Brown, Mrs. Ralph McDaniel, Mrs. ces Thompson; Mimi Snipper,
miss these dear older people from
pbeaching by the. isik,.. A. Id. er.
Miss Clot-a Nance and kiss Lois Reeves, Mrs. Carrie Reeves, Amy Nell Rattrrirree; Grandma Mal- as Jackson's stone wail with
Brumley,
180 pounds, Crider, 181
our -services.
-What Shall I Do With Jesus'.'" Gaither Hall were all day visit- Mrs. violet Harrison, and Mrs. loy, Patricia Gibson; Mrs. O'Hara,
subject. ' The Reason Why." F. M.
The Sunday School ans: tneeangs observance of the Lord's Supper. This question will be asked at the ors of Mr and Mrs. AdcaphUt Merle Andrus were also present. Opha Bell; Patty Becker, Audrey pounds, and Jones, 168, on hand
to fill the bill.
of our young people affard opporChurch School at 9.30 with classes oloiTtiog worship hour on Sun- Pa.eehall Sunday.
Mrs. Alice Pritchett has been Willoughby.
Coach Holland's guard list is
:unities to all fce- Christian niir- for every age beginning with the day
L W. and Lewis Neal Paschall on the sick list for the past two
In the varying fortunes of
headed by Scott, who by the way
ture. If you fail to take advantage Cradle Role, each class meeting in life the Christian should ever keep were in Paducah on business weeks but
"A Fighting Chance" .
is much improved.
Is exceptionally fast wed should
of these opportunities. you are the separate rooms OM from disturb- this all important
question
in March 18.
The seniors are working on the
Mrs. Hugh Edwards and son are
'loser for these organizations will bag noises and other. interferences, mind, and should try to do what
Jimmie and Parvin Jones were visiting in Jackson, Tenn., with play "A Fighting Chance" to be be a constant threat to his opcontinue their good work. Come Experienced offirers .ancl• teachers Jesus would do in like circum- in Murray Tuesday of last
week. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ernstberger. presented Saturday night, April 6. ponents, while Blalock and Patout and help us with the Lord's are in charge of all classes.
stances. Also, those who are disMrs. Low i n Garvins of $t. 'Jae Jackson spent Easter with Out of 17 seniors there are 15 tak- terson are putting on a battle
royal
permanently at the
walk
Training Union meets every Sun- rbettlent must give achount to the Louis. was called to the bedidde Mr. and
ing part in it.
Mrs. Lee Mathis.
All vsitors 'and stramgers are v.-el- day evening at 6:15. with a splendid Set-tout.; 'They should
other to
duties,
guard
leate
think about of her sick father last week. She
The scene is in a settlement in
Nannie Peters of Centralia
come at our services, with the as- program directed by experienced what %Testis will do
At
the
time Holland's
present
will remain here for a few days. spent Tuesday and Wednesday the Tennessee mountains.
with them.
Co- AueStion mark' is being placed On
suranee of a brotherly attitude. workers.
"The Lord Is At Hand". will be
Cole
Charley
was
carried
leen,
adored
to
the
by
all,
has
not
walkwith Mr. and Mrs. Curd.
"Come thou with us and we will
the center position .as Baker was
Mid-wek meeting every Wednes- the topic at the evening service. Murray Clinic March 21.
Mrs. Boss Thweatt of near Brew- ed for five years due to an acci- last through graduation. However,
de the, goad". said Moses to Hobe!). day eveninT, at 7. o'.:lock Thi.-; rrier"-Mrs.
TOM Lampkins and daugh- ers spent
dent.
Wilson,
Old
On
her
C.
grandL.
t
rancii,
?slinister
Monday
as the guest of
The church still c xtends this inn- inf.; is for. „ev.,..rooas. who desires to
Lam, reserve snapper-back from
ter, MI.% Clow Bradley, were all Mr. and Mrs. Claude Thorn.
father, has done all that he can
tation'to 411.
, attend. .lieriteci(3rely follows" the
last year's team is on hand and
day visitoas in the" homeof., Mrs.
When Young
Dr. Hudson
Miss ',tell McDaniel was the do.
- J Mack Jenlcins. Pastor. study --of the-Bible lesson for next
John Paschall Thursday of last Sunday guest of Mr. and Mrs. comes to town he Is regarded Is being 'pushed by Miller, a big,
*
Sunday.
.
190-pounder, who really likes the
week.
with suspicion.
Coleen's foster
Ralph McDaniel.
The church extends heartily an
HEST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
game and 'hasgreat possibilities.
.Nathanial and J. 13. Orr sawed
Betty Bryan Langston spent parents, wishing to do all they
invitation to everyone to attend all
A. V. Havens. Minister
Unlike last year, when the backMr and Mrs, Bill Simmons en- bgin wood -last week. fixing for
the. servieee here whenever, it is
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Luke can for- her, ask the new -doctor field was "the" problem, this year's
.
Iertained
With
a
party
at
their
another
big
come
crop
to
to
of
see
her.
He
the
advises
dark
'to do so. Yaw- ever Ainde- -Peace) for Troubled 'Soule' vrill
Langston,
-4-squad Shows an abundance of
be the sernion subject of A. V.¶ here friends who. will give You an ntme satiirday night. The guests fired weed.
Harvey Copeland spent Easter an operation. The men in town good backs.
Fenton, who will
were Mr. 'and ,
- Mis. Warlick Huct.
Ben Tyler and Miss Lanice Pas- with Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
threaten
to
lynch
the
Doctor
rathHa '.ens, Inc se of :he First Christ. old - "timely" welcome.- . .
Copeson and children ed Prnesdenee. chall was married Wednesday of
er than let him operate. Confi- more than likely fit in the quarion Clliatch. at the mot-ring vrtirship
'land in Hopkirisvllle.
terback slot, is a good, all-around
PRESBrrEaiie
service. next Sunday. "In a
and Mrs- Eunice Housden last week. We wish for them a
.!
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Coursey dent that the operation will • be man on both offense and defense.
and children Of Providence. Mr. long and • happy life.
successful, Dr- Hudson promises
many byes." said Mr Havens, to
spent
Sunday
as
the
guest
of
Mrs.
16th and Main
end Mrs. Grady Housden and
Mrs. Guss Tyler was in Hazel Sarah Corthorn.
that if Coleen is not walking with- At the fullback post is L. B. Bogannouneing the serznon "there is
Hewell M. Forgy. Pastor , baby of near Perrv's Store. Mr. Thuetclay of last week.
too Much of constant friction_ Their
in a month after the operation gess. This lad found himself late
Mr
'and
Mrs.
Rastus
Calhoun
last' season and, performed braSunday serv.ces-10 a. no Su& and Mrs. Cleave Lax and chilsouls are.. in It - constant turmoil.
Ivan Cochran and
daughter. of Paducah spent the week-end as that they may hang him. At the
rhes are troubled, worried, anxious, day School for all ages; College dren. Betty Jo, Jahn. ,Susan. and Clessie, were in the home of Mr. the guests
end of the month Coleen is able hantly and should prove a terror
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lee_
Bible
Clam
II
a.
Worship
Ser- Velma lasc. ,of near Macedonia, arid Mrs. John Paschall Thursday
fearful and their cOndition is daily
to stand but not to walk. So to the opposition this fall.
Donaldson.
Buchanan. a fine passer, will
takir.g a- terrible toll in terms of vice
are the men, headed by Dr.
eager
,,s c,,
., 7 .1)% in' Westminster FeO Miss Eva &The 'Williams and broth- morning.
Miss Barbara Jean Walston of
occup left half position if "he can
ers. 3ohn. Speight. and Brent of
health, happiness and success. 'HOW "'w-1P'
Wilson
vengeance,
for
that
Robert
they
Harding
hauled
corn
Benton
spent the weekend with
near Macedonia, Miss Dottie Mae from Bell City last Thursday
to Remove the Friction from Lift' . A hearty welcome is extended
seize the young doctor, His col- improve his blocking and tackling.
1
for Mrs. Emma Lowery.
.
Maynard arid Rachel Maynard of Turn Lampkins.
might be another subject for this 'n. e''u'
lar is torn away diselosing a lock- Sharing left half Will be Joe ParMr.
and
Mrs.
Heasley
Walston
. Cedar Kriob. Eunice
Williams,
et. Things begin to happen then. ker, as fine a running back as
Mr. and Mrs, Lewis' Neal Pas- of Benton spent Sunday with
Mr.
bivia BishoP. Jim and John Bur- chall-were in Harris
Be sure to come and see how It you would -wish for. Joe will bear
Grove Thurs- and Mrs. Ocus Puckett.-C. A.
ton. Robert and Bill ,F.Lendon. Mr. day Of last
watching this year.
The _Tight
ends.
week on business.
-and
Mrs. Ocus
-far' . and
Due to fire in Taylor Building.
All the seniors are planning to half position will find Ed Wilson
Jimmie Jones was in the home
! I will preach at Suiphur Sprmgs Mrs. Case IFarris and the Hendon
attend Senior Day at the college Farmer capably filling the post.
431
.
1.mmees .7Ce" 1-441
"
"
I
of°ffleee `.next Sunday at 1.1 o'ciock. Ser7 _Ortthers, all of near Providence, of Mr. and Mrs. thilland Jones
Ed Wilson has the ability to be
Friday, • March n.
309-11-13 Guthrie Building ewes followed by the
Communion. j Mrs, Rainey Lovins. Oury D. ev- one day last week.
the best running back since DynaI
Little
Bobbie
Nell
Jones
is
Paducah, Kentucky
very
H. L Lax. Pastor
'ins of Concord, Pauline Adams
A new game, volleyball, has mite Dunn went wild on the
I ill at this writing. Hope she soon
.__Eachei_1ussitecE41.tor-4 Hudson-A./leis well.
Congratulations . to
•
the
con- been organized since basketball Murray gridiron. All he has ever
Rev.? Grooms, Vernon Weather-•
•• stants who entered in the Dis- season. Most everyone is taking needed has been determination
, ford of near Buchanan.. Mr. and - Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Paschall aact contest last Friday and Sat- part in the game and seem to and he iaabowing plenty in spring
and Mr. Shirley Lampkins were
Mrs. 'Thomas Nesbitt, Mr and
practiesoftgeding 111 :Coact Holin Paris Monday of last week an ui day at Murray State College enjoy it.
Mrs. Ceriarcf Hudson and &ugh- ewsiness.
--a
ter..Vehla Mae at near -Freeland .Liittie
'Max and Winnie• Kay
Store. Modest Parker and Frances
Grubbs, also of near Fre:eland's Paschall are right sick with colds.
Store. Herbert Dick. Clyde Dees, Mrs. Martha Paschall also has a
;
and Clifcon Mitchell, Bernice Wise- cold..
James Miller Deering has been
hart. Robert Ellis. Lucille and
Fernie Mae Simmons. all of nehr having tonsilitis but is much improved at this writing.
Macedor.ia. Mrs_ Tilman
Lamb
John and Adorphus Paschall
and children, George and O'Dell
spent
the day Saturday at Jones
of Providence, Mr. and
Mrs. Mill
on business.
Claude Biacahrian . of near BucAll day guests Sunday in the
- Pierian. Bill Smith and James D.
Hicks. near Puryear. Mr. arid Mrs. home of Mr. and Mrs. John P.
:Gleneth Viischart of.'near Mace- chall were - Mr. and Mrs. Be:t
(3,.nia. Sue Simmons of Previ- Deering and nephew, Captolia
-dence. Orval Osbron, Holmes Cole- Deering.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Deering
- mart. of Crossland. A nice time
visited his brother. Luther Deerreperted ..by all present.
ing
Saturday night
L:nda Smite:ins of MaceJames Boyd Harding moved
1, •
zpending a few days
r daughter. Mrs. Tilman back home with his 'parents Saturday morning.
•f Pi ,ividirnce.
Little Thomas Hugh Paschall fell
Suitari Lax and sister. Velma. .r,d .then frii rids attended the on the fire irons Friday morning
-PERHAPS
-;,= show at Murray Sunday after- and cut his face just above the
noon and 'saw 4.6ev.-anee River." right eye.
Olin Sheridan and son, AdaiMr arid Mrs Bill Sonnimons of
, Ida:v.1(411a spent Sunday with M.r r:01ms were in Hazel Saturday.
_
Ohl Yes- I forgot to tell yea
and Mrs. Tom Vaughn if Buethat there has been another big
ll "--e- •
snow
and the ground and the
Eva Mae Ford and Eva Mae
Williiihtr-of - near Cedar Knob weather is pler0:- coke- ""
;...
were gue!;*.: of Susan and .Velma
,41
2
Lax, of near Macedonia. Sunday.
-Curley Top
...
,-,-.1
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Bad Road News

Hardin Circuit

aright Prospects With Weight,Speed

ing

Hill Billy Rambler

rms.!.

cnt-Rcie Mr-

Lirray Circuit

Dr. H. A. Massey

New Con-cord High
School News

LET
KLUGE
DO IT!

in your experience you have
found that some of_ your best bargains :,-'-',.-z- ,
were the most expensive purchases. Our
1,,,,a,
volume enables us.co quote exceptionally --:;:low prices eft all our work, without sacri- 7-_-_,
ficing Quality for a moment! Printing ;.:,;-,
like that- is always a bargain. Let us 4
-11!
,--,s 1 A number of Lincoln ' county
. 1.
'.-s
-- iofer mers have 'arranged. to have
estimate your next job!
:._:,_,;, water systems installed in their
:':- 7 i houses

Phone 55

- Masi all merchants handle our
REELFOOT BRAND SAUSAGE._
( all for that Brand and take no
other. Made byREYNOLDS PACKING COMPANY
UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
.
*
---

HAN NAS PAINT
BEAUTY amd
DEPF NDAB1L TY

Dexter N ews.

Eanie Fuller Admit. of Rip Fuller,
Plaintiff
Vs. Order of Reference
Neva Story, Et Al.,
Defendants
If is Ordered that this ea*" hireferred ,to George Hart, Master
Commissioner of this court, to
take proof of claims against the
estaa. of Rip Fuller. deceaSed.
and :.all persons- holding claims
a,gainet said estate will prasera
same- duly proven, before this
Court's 'Master Commissioner or
nr before the 6th day 'of April,
1940, or Be forever barred front
collecting same in any Zither manner except through this suit.
Witness ma hand as Clerk of
'said couft this 13th day of March.
1940.

5.

There: a Parra fa;4f
for 4.ery

Murray LUmber Company
Builders of Quality Homes-For Or 26 Years
Depot St.

-

Phone 262

-

•
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Brook's Chapel

an

Mr

Taz Jones and family who left
for Florida last November 15, Sr
rived home March 13. All mem
hers of the family gained in
weight and are feeling fine.
Mrs. 011ie Burkeen .and granddaughters, Misses
visited
her nephew, Ed Chadwick and
Mrs. Chadwick of Almo to see
their fine little girm who has been
named Jane.
Dave Collie of -'Route 5. Benton, near Maple Spring, was an
all day guest of his sister, Mrs.
Minnie Stringer, March 17.
Mrs. Ida Garner, - formerly of
St. Louis. Mo., now of Benton, is
here visiting her cousin. Mrs. Nannie Stringer.
Gordon Ridge correspondent, I
like to read your letters.
Mrs. Jake Jones of Mayfield and
her son, Grafton Jones, his wife
and son, Wayne Janes, of Clevelane 0., were here March 22 to,
see Mrs._ Jones' aunt. Mrs. Ida
Garner who is here visiting her
cousin. Mrs. Rennie Stringer.
The pastor preached at the
church to a large and attentive
asSembly third Sunday at 11 a.
m.
Mrs. Sena Jo'nes is the owner
of a nice brood of little chickens.
We have had some of the coldest weather and deepest mud I ever
remember of.
With best wishes and highest regards to the good old.. reliable
Ledger & Times, its editor, correspondents, readers and all: I remain-Old Glory.
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READ UM CLASI1WIEDS.

MAKE THIS STORE YOUR STORJE4nd feel free to
call upon us at any time for ary,,service possible for one
in our position to render. WHAT YOU WANT IS WHAT WE WANT. If we do
not have it in stock, we will get it for you. It is our purpose
to keep our store modern and up-to-date in every respect,
with a new and fashionable stock of merchandise, always
reasonable in price.

Murray, Kentucky

orrs

'
-Clerk, Calloway Circuit Court

Istallassalle-seete...... :-.4_

•

J. E. Littleton & Co.
egaggigogglallINISk

•

11

.•

Mi

We were happy to welcome the large number of people
who paid us a visit on oulk opening day. We cordially
invite you to come in to see us every time you are in town.
It seems unnecessary to say that we were truly happy to
see a large number of our OLD FRIENDS along with a
host of new ones while our opening sale was in progress.

An all day quilting was enjoyed
at the. home of Mrs. Carrie Reeves
Wednesday, March 20. One quilt
was completed and another almost
finished. A delightful plate meal
was enjoyed at the noon hour ,and
those present were Mrs. John
Andrus. Mrs. Horace Smith. Mrs.
Arielbert
Reeves and. children,
Mrs. Hugh Edwards and son, Mrs.
Ralph McDaniel and son, Mrs.
Legal
Jackson, Mrs. Roosevelt
Mathis and childien. Mrs. Will
Roberson
Miss Maud WoOdall.:
MM. Ocus Puckett, Mrs. Bobbie
Hopkins. Mrs. 'Marvel Copeland
-end daughter, Mrs. Mac Mizell,
Mr; Bob Mathis. Mrs. Riehard
Walston and childlen. Mrs. Etta
firapk Ins.
Mrs. Saxton
Redden.
Miss, Inell and Lois Walston, Mrs.
Henry Putman and children, Mrs.
_
hears

•.Order of Reference
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WE WANT TO THANK THE PEOPLE OF THIS
TRADE AREA FOR THE EXCELLENT PATRONAGE YOU GAVE THIS STORE DURING
OUR OPENING!
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LEDGER & TIMES

laott He will be heard from next
fall.
Also at right half will be Williams, sotto held that haat last year.
He is one of the fastest men on
the squad, and only needs ambition., to make a real star. Another
good prospect is W. L. Polly, a
Junior high boy, who is fast and
is showing plenty of determination to go places.
Among other good men which
Holland is watching with interest
are Cable, Hamrick, Clanton, Harbin, in the backfield, and . Gibbs,
Denham, TUM1:11k4 and Max Blalcick
In the line.
The 1940 schedule as released by
Coach Holland, is as follows:
Sept. 20-Elkton, here.
Sept. 27-Dawson Springs, 11C1
Oct. 4-Mayfield, here.
Oct. 11-Fulton. there.
Oct. 18-Bowling Green, here.
Oct. 25-Marion_ gum,.
Nov.1-Tilghman,
Nov. 8-Open.
Nov. 15--llussellville, here.
Nov. 211eris, there.
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MRS. HARRY L SLEDD, Editor

McCallum-Irvin Wedding
Is Announced

PHONE 247, PLEASE

next

Willrear.
t on
Copy for this page should, lje submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.

rnbi-

Ither

y, a
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Mrs. Joe Duna Is Mat To
All-Day quiltIni

Juan opened the many presents
presented to her.
Refreshments were serves: from
A group of friendi gathered at
a table which held as a centerpiece
the home of Mrs. Joe, G. Dunn
a large cake with six candles. EastThursday, March 21, for an all- er favors were given to the guests.
day quilting.
A...delicious pot-luck dinner was Johnson-Tucker Wedding
Solemnised Friday
served to Mrs. Lou Pilbeek, Mrs.
A wedding of much interest to
Ian Erwin, Mrs. S. L. Cox, Mrs.
'Roy Filbeck, Mrs. Frank Erwin, their friends in this county was
Mrs. Edd Gardner, Mrs. Mary that of Miss Imogene Johnson of
Usrey. Mrs. Hallet Dunn, Mrs. Huntington. Tenn., to L. B. Tucker
Weldon Lyles, Mrs. Pearl Culver. of Hazel, which was solemnized
Mrs. Rice Hughes, Mrs. Henry Put- Friday, March 22, at the Methodist
parsonage in Huntingdon, with
inan, Mrs. James Usrey.
Misses Mary Gardner, Barbara Rev. G. W. Arant officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Presson
and
Marilyn Putman, Kathryn
and Mrs. G. W. Arant witnessed the
Dunn, Barbara June Erwin, Kate
ceremony.
Gardner, Norma Kay Erwin and
The bride, who was gowned in a
Mildred Dunn.
frock of petunia rose crepe with
Larry Lyles, Pat Usrey, Larry navy accessories, is a daughter of
Gardner, Weldon Lyles, and Mr. Mrs. Ella Johnson of Huntingdon
and Mrs. Joe. Dunn.
and is a graduate of Clarksburg
• • • •
.•
High School. •
Mrs. Farmer Is Club Hostess
Mr. Tucker is a son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Tucker of Hazel and a
Mrs. Jack Farmer was at home graduate of the Hazel High School.
Friday afternoon to ,members of
For the present the young couple
her bridge club and one additional will make their home with the
guest. Mrs. Nat Ryan. Mrs. Mar- groom's parents in Hazel. •••••
vin" Whitnell was awarded the
high score prize and Mrs. B. 0. Garden Club Plans
Langston the consolation prize.
Interesting Program
The hostess served a party plate
The Garden Club will hold the
regular meeting on Thursday afterat the conclusion of the game.
e • e
4
noon, April 4, at 2:30 o'clock at the
home of Mrs. J. D. Sexton with
Joan Love Honored
Mrs. John Ryan, Mrs. Jessie Wallis
On Sixth Birthday'
and Mrs. Marvin Wrather as coTo celebrate her sixth birthday hostesses.
Joan Love was honored with a parDr. A. M. Wolfson will be guest
ty at her home on Thursday after- speaker and his subject "Wild
noon, March 21.
Flowers". Music will be furnished
Twelve little boys and girls were by the Sigma Alpha Iota string
guests on this occasion and enjoyed quartet from the' college..
,
an Easter egg hunt, after which
All members are urged to attend.
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.... Maybe You Waited Until
After Easter to Get Your Spring
Things? If So.. We Have Just
What You Want.
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Club. Co-hostesses with Mrs. Faskp- ?Miss Farmer Has
er were Mrs. Autry Farmer, Mrs.
Six O'clock Dinner
V•alliam Purdom, Mrs. Fred James,
Mr. and Mrs W. A. McCallum
We sure are having some snowy
Miss
Marynee Farmer was hostThanks, Mr. Editor, for your
Mrs; Loren Adams, and Mrs. Humannounce the marriage of their
ess Sunday evening at 8 o'clock kind explanation of the reason weather. It looks like winter has
phreys Key.
Monday, April 1
daughter, Omeda to Charles Hugh
dinner. The table was beautifully that our letters sometimes fail to come again. I guess people hate
The Monday
afternoon bridge
Mrs. A. F. Doran presided over
Irvin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Charlie club will meet with Mrs. W. E. a
appointed with a centerpiece of be printed. I'm sure there are to see it snow as it is 4th Monday.
short business session following
Irvin of South Pleasant
Grove, Derryberry.
talisman roses and burning tapers. many who, like myself, were igThose on the sick list are Arthur
which an Interesting
discussion
which took place on
A delicious three course dinner norant of the work necessary to Like, Mrs. Lee Garner, Mrs. Virgil
Sunday,
was heard on "Electrical Service
March 10.
was
served.
Tuesday, April 2
make a newspaper. I have never Clayton and others around in the
with Safety" with Dr. Chas. Hire
The general meeting of the as guest speaker.
The simple but impressive cerecommunity have colds.
Covers were laid for Miss Doro- been beyond the front office.
mony was said by Rev. Charles Alice Waters Missionary Society
Well this year certainly preMrs. Luther Wilson died at her
During the social hour a party thy Dossett. Bill McRaven, Miss
Sweat at the home of the bride's will be held at the Methodist
BuchowRuth
Anna
Black,
Harry
sented us with a novel Easter. home in Puryear, Friday morning.
plate was served by the hostesses. ,
sister, Mrs. Preston Taylor.
and
church at 2:30 o'clock.
say,
Miss
Marynee
Farmer
Noble Canady and Will Canady
Mrs Will Fulton of Owensboro and
Did you ever see snow on Easter
Both Mr. and Mrs. Irvin have a
Mrs, Roy Farmer were guests in Lytt Noel.
children visited Friday morning with Ervin
"Eagle"? • The
before
• • • •
wide circle of friends who wish
The Presbyterian Auxiliary will addition to members.
Clayton
and family..
were disappointed in this comfor them great happiness.
Wrather Family
••• •
meet at 2:30 p. m. with Miss Cora
munity, for they had been countMr. and Mrs. Lee Garner spent
Holds
Reunion
Graves at the home of Mrs. Ben Alpha Department Hears
ing on an egg hunt at Mr. Char- Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Padgett Twins Celebrate
B. Keys.
Prtfessor Inglis
James Ray.
The fmaily of Mr. and Mrs. J. 0. ley Stone's.
Birthday
Mr. and Mrs. Naylor Clayton, Mr.
Wrather held their annual Easter
Olive Oyl and little brood visitThe
Alpha
Department
met
SatAid
of
the
First
The Ladies'
and Mrs. Dennis Lamb and son,
Margaret and haildred Padgett
urday afternoon at the home of reunion Saturday at their home. ed her brother, Bud Kemp and
Christian
Church
will
hold
an
all
Jimmy. Herbert Brent Clayton, and
celebrated their eleventh birthday
Mrs. James H. Richmond with Mrs. On Sunday a delightful family din- her parents Mr. and Mrs. Claud
on Saturday afternoon, March 23, day meeting with a covered dish G. T. Hicks, Mrs. F. D. Mellen and ner was the feature of the day.
Kemp, the first part Of last week, Melton Lamb visited with Mr. and
luncheon
served
at
noon
at
the
with a party at the home of their
much
persuasion Mrs. Louis Lamb at Coldwater.
with
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. and
Miss Berne Manor assisting in the
Mr. and Mrs. Tilman Clayton and
moth, Mrs. Genella Padgett Law- -church.
44. 0. Wrather, Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. brought her mother home with children
hostess duties.
and Mrs. Raymond Hue
rence.
The buainess session was presid4VArather of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. her for the remainder of the
Clayton spent Friday night with
Mrs. Wells Purdom will open
Following an Easier egg hunt,
,ed over by the chairman, Mrs. E. S. E. Wrather of Lexington, Ky., week. Mr. and Mrs. Bud Kemp,
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Alton
delightful refreshments were serv- her home tot the regular meet- J. Beale. 'Prof. F. P. Inglis .was Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wrather of Claud Kemp, -Charles Kemp, and
We were sorry to hear of Mr.
ing of the Delta Department at,
ed to the following guests:
guest speaker for the afternoon. He Harris Groie, Mr. and Mrs. Yan- Mrs. Rosell Story came for her and Mrs. Wilburn Clayton's house
Martha Nell Lee, LaVara and 7-.30 p. m. Dr. Forrest C. Pogue discussed Easter music, and COM- dell Wrather of West Liberty, Mr. Sunday afternoon.
burning Saturday morning. They
Wanda Holland, Sylvia Lou and will review John Gu,nther's "In- pared the lives of Handel and Bach. and Mrs. Iftimer McCamish and
Last week we, met at the home saved a few of their things.
Anna Louise Pritchard, Ann Brooks side Asia.'
Victrola selections from "St. Matth- daughtpr. Hilda Joe, of ChattaBro. Hubert Clayton and family,
Mrs. Raymond of Mrs. Gertie West and quilted
Jackson, Helen Canup, Loraine
ew's Passion" interspersed the lec- nooga,- Mr. and
Sanders Clayton, Bro. Ovid Stine
Wednesday, April 3
Rogers, Betty Jewel Lyles, Darwin
Story and daughter, Martha Clark, two quilts for Mrs. Marie Todd.
Lure.
Members of the Murray P-TA
Lois and Archie B. Besily visited Mr.
were Mrs.
Lee, Edwin Pritchard, Bobby Lee
Dainty refreshments were served Mr. and Mrs. James Roberts, Lex- Those present
are requested to meet at the high
Camp, Mrs. Lucy Lee McRey- and Mrs. Elish Clayton the past
Puckett, Charles Miller Hughes,
by the hostesses during the social ington.
nolds, Mrs, Ola Murdock, Mrs, Hat- week at Hazel.
Joe Pace, Jr., James Lee Gay and school at two o'clock for a short hour. Mrs. John W. FrusLof LouisMr. and Mrs. Lee Garner spent
business session before going to ville was an out-of-town-guest.
tie Cochran, Mrs, Lucille West,
Presbyterians Have Supper
Bobby Gene Smith.
•
•••••
Lynn Grove for a joint meeting of
Todd, Mrs.
Wilma Friday night, with Mr. and .Mrs.
• •• • •
Mrs. Maud
At Mrs. Sherffins'
the Murray-Hazel-Lynn Grove P- Birthday Club Compliments
Bessie
Paschall, Ervin -Clayton and family.
Doublin, Mrs.
Mrs. Valentine Entertains
Clayton
spent
Friday
Telus
Members of the Presbyterian Mrs. Jewel Guthrie, Mrs, Larue
TA at three o'clock.
Members
Bridge Club
Mrs. Farmer
church enjoyed a delightful., cover- Trousdale, Mrs. Velma Black, Mrs. night with Mr. and Mrs. Noble
with cars are requested to bring
Mrs. Ottis Valentine was hostess them to transport others to the
Members %I the Birthday Club ed çIlh supper Tuesday eveniag at Lela Lassiter, Mrs. Marie Todd, Canady.
Miss Jessie Evelyn Morgan spent
this week to the Tuesday morning meeing at Lynn Grove.
honored Mrs. Roy Farmer with a the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Mrs. Rhoda Stone, and Mrs. Gerbridge club. The high score prize
delectable chicken dinner Tuesday Sherffins. A congregational meet- tie West. Misses Thelma Stone, the weekend with her sister, M
Rudy Alton,
was awarded Mrs. Hebert Dunn.
The Music Club will sponsor a at her home on Olive street. The ing followed the supper.
Faye Todd, Melds Fay Paschall,
Miss Lavern Like spent Friday
There were about 25 present.
Dainty refreshments were served benefit bridge and game party at rooms were given a spring-like atWest,
Lassiter
Maretta
Joette
•
•
•
•
•
with Miss Frances Osbron.
by the hostess. Only
members the home- of Mrs. G. B. Scott at mosphere with potted plants and
Dean Lassiter, Abe Todd and LarMrs. Stella Clayton, Estelle Claywere . present.
cut flowers. Mrs. Farmer received Club Meets with
2:30 p. m. and 8 p. m.
ry Keith Lassiter.
• 4 • ••
ton and Mrs. Leslie Kirkland spent
Mrs. Ordway
a pair of boudoir lamps as a gift
much'
that
I
I regretted very
Thursday evening with Mrs, LanBirthday Dinner for
from the club.
Thursday, April 4
Mrs. Preston Ordway was hostess was unable to attend the quilt- dis Kirkland.
Mrs. Glover
Included in hospitality were 12
The Garden Department of the
Lois
Camp's
last
ing
at
Mrs.
members
of
yesterday afternoon to
Several around is(this community
Woman's Club will meet at 2:30 members and little Miss Frances her bridge club and one additional week. ,
went to Hazel 4uturday.
Friends of Mils Willie Glover of
o'clock at the' home of Mrs. J.. Lee Farmer..
Mr. Jim Spann remains seriousguest, Mrs. H. C. Curry.
Miss Maxine/Clayton visited her
• • • ••
Hardin surprised her with a birthD. Sexton-.
grandmother.'and grandfather. Mr.
day dinner on Monday, March 25.
Prizes, were awarded Mrs. Nat ly ill at Thishome at Protemus.
Woodmen Circle Meets
Charley Stone and Virgil Las- and Mrs. „Mose Clayton, Saturday.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Ryan Hughes for high score, Mrs.
There 'Was not . any preaching at
Bud Thweat and four children,
The Murray Grove 126 of the John D. Rather second high, and siter, not only have their tobacco
son
of
Bowling
Green,
grand
Esther;
beds burned for 1940 but , also Mt. Paeasant Sunday evening beMrs. Ethel Glover and two chilSupreme Ferest Woodmen Circle Mrs. Hal Houston low.
Mrs.
Maggie
Woods,
Murray,
grand
for
1941.
Aren't
they
one
built
cause
the weather was so cold.
dreh, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cole
A delightful party plate was servmet on March 14 at 7:30 in the
Well, as news is'scarce, I will go
and son, Ralph, George Glover, Ejects. Mrs. Ada Flowers, Padu- B. & P. W. club room. Approxi- ed by the hostess at the conclusion ambitious?—Olive Oyl.
and hope to be with you again next
Leon McKeel, Ralph Glover, Mr. cah, deputy grand matron; Mrs. mately fifty members and guests of the game.
.• • • • •
NOTICE
and Mrs. Clyde Youngblood and Zula Shealy of Paris, grand repre- were in attendance. The Potterr;:—J; Bird".
sentative of Iowa; Miss Lqcile RawBook and Thimble Club
sons. Joe and Phil, Christine Rogleigh, worthy matron, and J. V. town grove Members were guests.
The Outland Graveyard leDing
George Mefford, a Carroll county
Meets with Mrs. Jones
ers, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Glover
The meeting was presided over
Potter, worthy patron of the Clara
will be held on Saturday, „March Utopia club member, is fattening
and children, Mary, W. F., Jack,
Hurt,
by
Mrs.
Mamye
guardian,
of
Henrich Chapter of Paducah; and
10 beef calves on alfalfa hay and
The Book and. Thimble Club met 30, at 10 o'clock.
Wayne, and Shirley.
Mrs. Laura Gilliam, associate mat- New Concord. The junior gradu- - yesterday
Mrs.
afternoon
with
corn.
The Committee • •• • •
ron of the Esther Chapter at Padu- ation services for - Miss Mildred Dewey Jones at her home on North
Mr. And Mrs. Dixon Are
.
4
cah. Other visitors present includ- Ahart were conducted, with Mrs, 10th street
Honored With Shower
Eiiht
ed members of the chapters at Martha Carter presiding.
Needlework was enjoyed, and a
Paris and Savannah, Tenn., Hardin, members were initiated into the
dainty party plate was served at
Mrs. Earl Burkeen was host to
Benton, Paducah and Gilbertsville. grove after which a delightful the conclusion of the afternoon.
a shower given in honor of Mr.
plate
was
served.
Preceding the inspection meeting
and Mrs. Zion Dixon at their
e • e •
Those present included members
-.
a dinner in honor of the visiting
home
near Shiloh
and the following guests: Mrs. Carl
March the
Murray
Circle
Members
officers was given at Rudy's Cafe.
Kingings. Mrs. Lonnie Shroat and
eighth.
Guests Af Pottertown Group
A social hour followed the meeting
Mrs. Wallace Key.
Delightful
refreshments
were during which dainty refreshments
The next meeting will be with
served to the following guests:
About fifteen members of the
were served by. members of the
on April 10.
Mrs. Laura Duncan, Mrs. Eula local chapter.,
Mbrray Grove of the Woodmen Mrs. Charlie Hale
•• • • •
Nanney, Mrs Mann Burkeen, Mrs.
Circle were guests of the PotterMrs.
Maggie
Woods,
grand
officer
Has
Bridge
Club
Tuesday
Leona Duncan, Mrs. Kittie Lawtown Grove at a delightful dinfrom the local chapter, was given ner meeting on
Steak Supper
rence. Mrs. Ola Nanney, Mrs. FredFriday night,
special .recognition in honor of her
March 15, at 7 o'clock.
die Duncan, 'Miss Darlie Dixon,
Members of the Tuesday 'afterbirthday when an addentla, and
s
• 0 • • •
WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU FACED A SUIT
of Paducah. Mrs. Thelma Dixon,
noon bridge club and their husspecial songs and gifts. were preMusic tflub to Sponsor
Paducah, Mrs. Lillian Adams, Pa- sented in her Minor.
bands enjoyed a steak Kipper last
$10,000 DAMAGES?
Benefit Party
ducah, Mrs. George Nobles, Mrs.
night at the Hut with Mr. and Mrs.
There was a very large number
Nancy 'Thorning, Eddyville, Mrs.
hosts
The Music Department of the Rue Beale acting as
in attendance at the meeting.
To drive a car without adequate insurance is to risk loss of
Virginia
Morning, Star
Following the supper bridge was
Lime
•••••
Murray Woman's Club will sponsor
your car, your home, your savings and even a big share of your
Works. Mrs. Carlos Thorning, May- Parties
a benefit bridge and game party on played in the Beale apartment in
Compliment
field, Mrs. Linn Darnell, Mrs. Joe
future income. A damage suit may even force BANKRUPTCY.
Wednesday. April 3. at 2:30 in the the Men's dorrnitory. High score
Miss Marilyn Mason
Burkeen.
afternoon and 8 o'clock in the even- prizes were awarded Dr.' and Mrs.
Miss Marilyn Mason, a student ing. Mrs. G. B. Scott will open Hal Houstoh and the guest prize
LET INSURANCE TAKE THIS RISK, as you drive your car.
B. & P. W. Club
at Northwestern University, who her home for the occasion and pro- to Mrs. Frank Loomis.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Meets at Hazel
spent the Easter holidays with her ceeds will be used toward the purThe cost of this protection is surprisingly low.. ASK US for
parents. Dr. and Mrs. R. M. Mason, chase of a piano for the Woman's Prank Loomis. Mr. and Mrs. Wells
rates on your car.
Mrs. Koska Jones, assisted by the was honored guest at several par- Club Community House which is Oveabey. Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Hortin,
junior girls of Hazel High School ties during her visit.
Rayburn,
Mr. and Mrs. Waylon
nearing completion.
was hostess to the Business and
On Monday evening Miss Patricia
There will be tables for bridge„ "!dr. and Mrs. Gingles Wallis, Mr.
Professional Women's Clubl at the Mason entertained in her honor at Chinese checkers, rook and other and Mrs. W. Z. Carter. Dr. and Mrs.
Hazel High School building Thurs- dinner at Bichon's in Paducah. games. Players are urged' to make Hal Houston. Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
day. March 21, at 7 o'clock.
Dainty corsages marked the places up their tables at one dollar a Houston. Mr. and Mrs. George
The long table was beautifully of the girls. A delightful, informal table or individilal reseyaations Hart, Mr. and Mrs. John Miller,
decorated with March flowers giv- evening was spent.
may be made at tvventeseEW cents and Mr. and Mrs. Rue Beak-.
ing an atmosphere of springtime,
INSURANCE AGENTS
Covers were laid for Miss Mare? each.
Contesta furnished amusement dur- lyn Mason, Ed Burnett, Miss Jane
In Crittenden county, pigs are
Prizes will be awarded 'and reGatlin Bldg.
'
Phone
331
ing the evening and the prize was Veal, Charles Montgomery. Miss freshments served at the conclusion being prepared for the Evansville,
Casualty
:
Fire
:
Bonding
awarded Mrs. Kirk Pool.
Virginia Veal. Bill Burkhalter, Miss of the games. The public is invited Indiana show and sale
The junior girls sang several Eleanor Gatlin, Bob Salmons, Miss to attend.
/
"It Does Make a Difference Who
songs of long ago. A quartet com- Isabel Waldrop, Bill Slayden, Miss ,Reservations may be made by
Franklin county 4-H club boys
posed of the FFA boys of Hazel Patricia Mason and Charles Luther calling feers.at.Gingles Wallis. 223: and girls have bought choice westWrites Your Insurance"
gave several sacred selections which Robertson.
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr., 452:' ern calves weighing about 350
were enjoyed by all. A most inpounds.
or Mrs. Waylon Rayburn, 112.
teresting reading was given by Miss
Miss Mason was again honoree
Mary Alice Myers.
on Tuesday evening when Misses
A short business session was pre- Isabel" Waldrop and Eleanor Gatlin
sided over by Mrs. Pearl Miller. A entertained at bridge at the home
donation will be given to the Ken- of the former. The game was playtucky Society for Crippled Child- ed at three tables and prizes for
ren by this club.
high score were awarded Miss PatTwo visitors were present. Mrs. ricia Mason and Bill Slayden. The
Jewell McClain of Fulton, Ky., who honoree was presented a gift'Fav;
is the district president of the ors for the guests were tiny kites
Woodman Circle, and Miss Mary which made the place cards.
Lou Waggoner of Murray.
A delightful salad course was
served to- Miss Marilyn
Mason,
Eastern Star Chapter Holds
Charles Montgomery. Miss Patricia
Annual Inspection Meeting
Mason, Charles Luther Robertson,
Miss Jane Veal, Pierce Moore. Miss
The Murray Star Chapter 433, La Nelle Siress, Jack McElrath.
Order of the Eastern Star, met Miss Eleanor Gatlin. Jim -Ed DiuTuesday evening in the Masonic gold. Miss Isabel Waldrop and Bill
club room for the annual inspec- Slayden.
tion by state officers. Among the
•.• • •
officers present were Mrs. Margar- Home Department Meets
et Sanders of Greensburg, worthy
With Mrs. Fanner
grand matron of Kentucky; Mrs.
Laura J. Gideon of Paducah, past
Mrs Ed Farmer opened her home
grand matron of Kentucky; L. L. last Thursday afternoon for the
Hudson of Bowling Green, past regular meeting of the Home DeNever before have there
grand patron; Mrs. Mary B. Hud- partment of the Murray Woman's

Protemus Palaver

Social Calendar

Buchanan Route I

CAN YOU AFFORD
TO TAKE THE
CHANCE?
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Frazee & Melugin

DRESSES
POCKETS!

BOLEROS!

LINGERIE!

Spring's favorite frocks at a trifling cost! Smartly feminine
ith slim waist', full skirts, frothy lingerie, jackets or boleros.
Prints and pastels you'll wear now thru Summer.

$3
95

to

$25"

Nelly Dons . Doris Dodsons - Stylearts - Levine

Come in! See Our Showing ofthe
NEW 1940

SATURDAY SPECIALS!
From 3 to 4 o'clock Only

1, 2, 3, 4 Thread Hose - All Sizes - Many Colors

$1.00 Values for 69c

FRIGIDAIRE
ELECTRIC RANGE

Limited to 1 Pairs Per Customer

SPRING COATS

It's Packed with Extra-Value Features!

Spring's glamour coats ... low-priced here at the outset of the
season! Dashing box coats in glowing pastels . . . with pleats,
.
very coat a winner
choose
pot kei.

been electric ranges to equal
these 1940 Frigidaire models. Every one a gleaming
beauty.,. complete with the
most advanced features ever
built into a range ... and
prices that meet any budget.
Come in-see and examine
these new Frigidaire Ranges.
See how many more conveniences they have. How
much better built they are.
How much more they offer
in dollar-for-dollar value!

plaids, stripes. Misses, Women,

QUART

SPECIALS!
,....alSB

THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME
at

Black and Navy Hats

$2.95 Reduced to $1.95
$1.95 Reduced to $1.59

HATS FOR YOU!
STRAWS!

FELTS!

FABRICS!

Hats with a personality all their own ... yet add just the right
clamour to yours! New high-crowned arid Flemish sailors!
Floppy "pancakes"! Off-face brims! All wonderfully becoming
and such fun to wear! Black, navy, pastels, fresh white!

...Pwoaamisso

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
- -Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates

GLADYS SCOTT'S

Write TURNER MILAM, Manager
for Reservations

East Side Court Square—Murray, Ky.

• •••

tteetS

are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and Convenience of the

Johnson - Fain Appliance -Co.
Phone 56

South Side Court Square
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Cedar Knob News
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Murray Route 5

THE SPILLWAY

5
0

ONE
Easter Sunday and what a day.
The biggest snow of the winter,
guess the egg hunting was snowed
The Spillway applauds with a known as 12th Street is to be paved. under. Eagle. did this spell kill
great deal of enthusiaem the recemeg Tee report also indicates that a the fruit? Sure hope not.
11 R MELOAN
endorsernent of Robert E. Weblallailairtion of the "super-highway"
Publisher The daye are growing longer.
Plant-bed burning was the orWAYI_ON RAYBURN
Editor and Business Manager Though the world" is white with Mayfield, Kentucky by the Ken- leading from Cairo, Illinois to Maysnow,
MARTHA GARDNER
Editor
tucky Congress,011111 delegation in field is to be built this year. We der of the day the past week and
- Assistant
,ANOTHER
And the spring is drawing nearer Washington for membership on the still think the move to have the most of the men took severe colds.
%•laen111110
Entered at the Postoffice,'Murray, Ken eke'. as second class mail matter. Though the winds of winter blow. Interstate Commerce Commission. road • extending southeast
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'a.. Tha
at-there were 250645 in at. That the;.' will write .up everything announced that the ticket was elect- War. but one is bound to-realize, Byars in quiltine last we
and Excelled by None:
The 'aches...have to show.
tendance at the operane day ci the
of Mr.
ed. We had a big celebration_ at neveitheless, that the first campaign : Sorry' to report the.
„..
.Philadelphia centennial. My partApproiimatW 140 sheep. are
i Pasclialas
Mueraea Took the old cannon down of the War 'was lost by Great Brit- and Ms. Glenn E
ner, J. M. Iiitchent- attended that And thus they have a blow-out free to the brow of the bill and had 'the ain and France ileatthis defeat -of housee_etthich w
destroyed by insured by-the Adage county sheep
At every 'Seely feed.
fire recently.
conventioni•
protective association, witfi feVi
•
biggest celebration Murray had Finland.
•
Have your harness repaired beffire the spring rush
Howard
'8.-That T. R. ilienes. of CalloWi-y And use reason Is because they Write ever known up to that time Frank
r
orris. visited over the: loseAnd other people read,
ANNOUNCE
MENT
• .cougty.,-Sold 140 hli& of tobacco
week
with Charles Morris,
Peterson was the gunner. When
, A -history of Calloway county "wadding" gave out Frank
LET'S GET ACQUAINTED!
en tbo •Piedu ,f.
re glad to see. Swann - Edrammed
published ,in leelenaes the county his new Stetson'hat .'dov.-e. He was. Rev. Carrell Hukba.rd. retirin
rd .Parks' n'ame Matta on the
Cline Dise°121""
Call for REELFOOT BRAND levy for 1823 amounted to $519 13. too much excited to
liSnor rtill.—Humrhing .Bird.
care for a little pastor or-afire*" Memorial 13:1
Pure Porigalausage. Mere is none and the Ledger and ,Times for thing like that, .We celebrated
For quick relief
too Chifrch. "will preach his I
better. ,Made by—
-March S. 1940 nays the tax collec- soon: _for the election commission mons at the Morning
eve-run-,,
Forty 'pounds of locust -tree sera from the misery
tion so 'far this .yeirls 6136.000.011 gounted the -Democrats -out and the services Sunday.
31. The .have been 'ordered by Marshall of colds, take 666
Opposite Ledger & Times Office
REINOLDS PACKING CUMPAIllar ,Qtrite' an ihurease.
Republicans in. • *aft herford B. public is cordia
invited (0,hear county farnters interested II n•laNIIIN CITY.- TENNESSEE
attonled the Detenerraie
Hey, was our next 1
Llioid-Tablets-Salve Nose Drops
hese mease
,resident..•
forestation.
Here is another Monday mornof The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times. And The fig and another hello to everyTimes-Here:Ice October 20. 1928
Kentucky
body.
hopes
Belle
Published
The Calloway Publishing Company. Inc_
everyone enjoyed a happy Easter.
Nort• ourth Street, Murray. Kentucky
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Dexter Route-One
this snow slip right up on
us? —I say it did. The biggest
snow of the season fell the night
of March 23. However, 32 Steers
ago, the 29th night in next month
lApril) a big snow fell. Some few
had tobacco set and corn almost
large enough to plow and roses
were blooming.
But we will
have to take the Weather as it
comes.
Mr. and Mrs. George Parish
were Saturday night and Sunday
visitors of Mrs. Parish's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Logan Nanny of
Hardin Route 1, whose health
hasn't been so very good this
(Ah winter.
Mrs. Martha Carrel spent Saturday with her daughter, Mrs.
Reed Jones and helped her quilt.
Mr. and Mrs. John Booker and
little daughter, Lou Jeane, were
Saturday night and Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Glover.
Buck Jones has his house almost
completed on Hardin Route 1 and
will move into it before long.
Johnny Ross haa gloved to the
Joe Morris place of busineas.
Mrs. afenney Hopkins, who suffered a paralytic stroke February
3, shows very little improvement.
Mrs. Hopkins' many friends wish
for ehr a speedy recovery.
,Join Butler is going to install
grocePSt and will start peddling

•

rolls
salad
It 1

Sinking Spring
News

o Dell Jones has been sick with
a cold end neuritis the past week.
The four small daughters of Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Taylor have whooping cough.
Prince Albert Hart of Highland
Park, Mich., spent the Easter holidays With his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Lucian Hart and Laura Nell and
hlaudell.
Milton Parks happened to a painful accident when a piece of wood
flew up and cut his forehead.
Three stitches were necessary to
close the waited.
Mr. -and Mrs. Bill Hill spent
Thursday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Erwin and
children of Detroit read Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Wilson of Chattarlooga,
Tenn.. and Mr. and Mrs. - Lbnnis
Hale spent Easter Suoday with
their parents. Mr. and Mrs, Ernest
Erwin and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Wilkerson
and Marjorie, Mrs. Rebecca Rogers and Miss Belle Miller were Friday vialtoes of Ms. and Mrs. Tom
Wilkerson.
Mrs. Ida Spencer has been taking
treatments from Dr.- Jones the past
s
week.
Ruble Dick of Detroit spent the
weekend with his mother, Mrs,
Edam Lee was a guest in the Porter Dick and other relatives.
Funeral services were held at
home orMr. and Mrs. John Booker Friday night and all were bed- the home of Bro. C. W. Lawrence
for
his week old son, John David
time guests of M. and Mrs..TayLawrence Stinda
eSerafternoon,
lor Henderson. _
Reed Jones sold a 'fine cow one vices were .con cted by Bro. Sam
P. Martin of Murray who made a
day last week.
We extend our
Come on with your news, 'Blue beautiful talk.
Eyes," I didn't see your letter sympathy to the family. 4
- 'The Girls Auxiliary will meet
last week.
And I miss your news, Ken- at'Miss Wilma Hartsfield's Saturtucky'
I look for these day afteonoon at 2 o'clock for its
"regular riCagram.
letters first.
The Study'15%1 forthe teachHillbilly -wishes to say hello
Friday night.
to Mrs. s•Aggie Culver down Pa- ers was com ae
ducah. way. Hope you are enjoy- They studied a book nialktled "When
• Du Teachers Teach." 1A..are planing the best of health.
ning to begin our BTU stUay course
the ,first week, in April.
Mrs. .Rebecca Rogers spent last
CARD OF APPRECIATION
week
.
.. with her nephew, Hunter
We wish to express our sincere Wilkerson, and family.
thanks to- the many friends, neighBecause of the deep snow Sunbors and relatives who ministered day there was not a very large
to- our comfort on the occasion of crowd -attended the community
the death of our beloved wife, ..
singiref at Oak Grove church.
mother and grandmother, Mrs. G. Mr.. BarbeIo; Edwards had charge
A. Rowland.
of the singing.
Acknowledgement is made of
There was no BTU Sunday night
the beautiful floral -offerings. May because of the inclement weather.
heaven's richest blessings be with
each of, you.
IN MEMORIAM
G. A. Rowland
Mrs. Mary' Butterworth
In memory of Mrs. Mary Fra
and children
ces Wilkerson who passed a
y
seven months ago today. An- angel
came and took away otos darling
mother.
This day will net - pass without
my •memory going'back to her as
at other times when I think of
Most people want a laxative to do the finer tj,i1lgs of life. 'Her Inthree things: (1) act punctually, fluence Bd love will long be re(2) act thoroughly, (3t act gently. membe
These few 'Words are written
Here's one that usually fills all. te ekpress my sincere appreciathree requirements when the easy tion and devotion for the many
directions are followed. It's an all- kindly things mother did for me.
- tegetable product whose principal While mere words can never reingredient has medical recognition pay her for all she has meant to
"akan "intestinal tonic-laxative."
me and for all she did for Me
That!,,s the ingredient which en- it is my wish to convey my love
ables IfLA..CK -PRAUGHT to help to my mother who has gone away
tone lazy bowel muscles. It is the where I expect to meet hero on
main reason fo
e satisfying re- that resurrection day.
"Sleep on, Mother and take thy
lief,from constipat
that generrest,
ally follows next mo'NUg when
I loved three dearly
BLACK - DRAL;GHT is t en at But God loved thee best."
bedtime. The millions of packages
Her slaughter,
used are proof of its merit.
Ruberia
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Has Important Points
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March 24th, Easter Sunday, and
a nice white- blanket' of snow
about four or five inches deep on
the ground. There were several
from here expecting to attend the
egg hunt at Pine Bluff but as the
snow came they were afraid the
eggs would freeze I guess.
Every One says measles are scattered around Murray. Well, Topsy has already had them and I
don't guess that would keep her
away from town.
Mrs. Isda Smith and Mrs. Ella
Hamlin visited Mrs. Faye Fielder
Tuesday.
"Ole Crip", I have been wondering- about the school houses and
churches you can see from your
yard. In Stewart county?
Mrs. Emma Kimbro and Merl
spent Saturday night in Murray.
Those visiting in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Steele Saturday night Were W. E. Elkins, Edna Mae and Nannie Ruth Lyons
and Nerine Fielder.
Ruble Thurman was carried to
a Nashville hospital Friday. We
hope for Ruble a speedy recovery.
Hello Pop Eye, of Gordon Ridge!
Buck Bucy and Clyde Steele
purchased a rfew mule at Paris
Friday.
Hilman Lyons and James Nolan
Barnett were at Steele's Store Friday.
A well known bishop relates
that while on a recent trip to the
South he was in a small town
where, owing to the scarcity of
good servants most of the ladies
preperred to do their own work.
He was ,awakened very early to
hear, a, sweet soprano -voice singing 'Nearer My God to Thee".
At breakfast he told the hostesS
how pleased he was. "Oh." she
replied, "that's the • hymn I boil
the eggs by. Three verses for
the soft-and five for the hard.''
Nannie Ruth Lyons, Edna Lyons and Robbie Steele were guests
of Mrs. lland Elkins Saturday.
Joe
Barrow
and
children.
Brownie, Robert and Billie. visited
Olean
McClelehan, across
the
river. the past week.
s. Effie Laycox is sick at this
writi
Come -on Cabin Creek!
Did
you get hotne, 0. K.? And how
did you make it'-.pp those hills?
'was the Touch of The
Master's Hand"
Twas battered and scarred, and
the auctioneer thought it scarcely Werth his while
To/Waste' much time on the ole
But he. held it up with a smile.
What am I bidden, good folks?
he said.
Who'll start this bidding for me?
A dollar, a dollar now two! Only
two dollars!
Who'll make it
three?
And many a child with -life out
of tune
And battered and torn with sin
Is auctioned cheap to a throughtles- crowd
"Like the old violin.
A mess of pottage, a glass of wine
A gaine—and he travels on.
He's going once, he's going twice
He's going and almost gone,
But the teacher comes, and the
foolish crowd never can understand,
„,•-•
The worth ore a soul, and the
changeothat's wrought
By the touch of the Master's
hand.
—Topsy

Hazel Route 1
We were glad to hear of the
big opening of the J. E. Littleton
store in . Murray recently. We
wish to, congratulate them on
their nice looking store.
Mrs. Eula Charlton, Miss Ethel
Mae Charlton, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert. Hill. and Mrs. Tommie Shrader were in Murray shopping Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs., Lester Johnston
visited his sister, Mrs. Fred' Gallimore, last week-end.
Mr. and Mrs., Henry West were
in Murray for medical treatment
Saturday.
Mrs. Cale Langston spent two
days 'last week in Princeton, Ky.,
on business.
Mrs. Koska Jones 'and Miss
Murl Jones were Mprray visitors
Saturday.
Charlie Cole is ueergoing treatment at the Clinic this week.'
Joseph Miller has returned to
Louisville after visiting home for
the Easter holidays.
Miss Thelma Page .of Paris is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Luther Page this week.
Clifton _Farris who has been ill
is improved.
Euel Lamb has returned to his
home in Georgia -after several
days' visit with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Edd Lamb.
Ab Phillips transacted business
in Murray Tuesday.
Mrs. T. L. Bowden is improved
after many. weeks of illness.
Boyce Wilson was in Hazel Saturday.
Cale Langston visited his mother,
Mrs.' J. C. Langston and his sister, Mrs. Avery Madrey and family last week.

Around Paschall
School

Charlie Chan is commandeered in a great human emergency as
Paris is blacked out in dread fear of air raids. Above, Sidney Toler, as
Chan; Lynn Bari and Richard Clarke in "Charlie Chan in City in Darkness," 20th Century-Fox film which plays Saturday at the Varsity Theatre

•
meeting at Sharpe and are latisy
Lynn trove FFA
Preparations are going forward planning how they will find a
for the FFA field day. Mr. Gro- place to spend all the prize money
gan, chapter adviser, has selected they hope to bring home.
the following members to enter
Training School FFA
-the various events.
Two of the chapter's sows'tarThose competing in the Enter25 pigs over the week-end.
rowed
prise tests are: Eugene Jones,
The chapter presented a chapel
farm shop; Thomas Lee Armprogram 'in the little chapel last
strong, hays- and pasture; Raiford
Monday morning. We gave them
Hart, farm management; James
of what we are going to
Rogers, swine; Robert Lee Kelley, a sample
do at Sharpe March 30.
home beautification; G. W. Woods,
Members of the chapter are
poultry; James Don Caldwell,
Crawford, beef working very hard on their events
sheep; Donald
Cattle; Mac Wright, dairy cat- for FFA day. We are planning
tle; James Thomas Stark. corn; to enter every event, and want to
Hampton Erwin. tobaccos Eugene help make this day one „t0 be remembered. s
Smith, soils.
The individual music numbers
Our adviser ndolames Newport
will be given by Belford Hart
! have been bpsy- for the last few
solo; Isaac Ford, orchestral inkrii- -days' taking' picturesoo.f each boy
merit: Merritt Marine, novelty in- and ,ite'project. 'These will be
usocKin the scrap- book.
strUnient.
Group music will be entered by
By Herman K. Wicker
WatReorter
Myers,
Halford Hart, Hinson
son Arnett and Noah Arinstrorilg•
The opening and cleat/1g ceremony team is composed of Mac
Wright, Barkley . Jones, Eugene
Juniors Treat Seniors
Smith, Donald - Crawford, Noah
i Last Monday evening the junior
Armstrong "3r1d,Mj. Grogan. 2
parliamentary
procedure Class had the seniors and the facThe
team is composed of Mac Wright, ulty as their guests at sa theatre
Bariley JoneS, Eugene Smith, Hill- party and dinner. They attended
l'on Myers, G. W. Woods, Robert "Sewanee River" at the Varsity
Lee Kelley, Isaac Ford, Darius and after that had dinner at the
GalloWay, Merritt Marine, and Post Office Cafe. This treat. sponsored by ti,: juniors, is an annual
Noah Armstrong.
Barkley Jones is entered in the affair.
public speaking event and Darius
"Antics of Andrew"
Galloway will represent the. chapThe freshman play, "Antics of
ter in impromptu speaking.
The chapter's secretary book Andrew"- s, which was originally
will be entered by _Barkley Jones. stlieduled to be given March 29,
Donald CraWford, treasurer, will will be presented Saturday night,
be assisted by Merritt Marine in April 7 at 7:45 p. m.
preparing the chapter treasurer's
lumping the 'ropes has taken
book. Ralson Myers and Merritt
Marine-have charge- of the chap- the piece of boxing as our recreational activity. When the weathter's scrap book.
er permits we hope to- get on the
Eugene Smith, Reporter
outside and start playing softball
and other outdoor games.
New Concord FFA
The Horne.Ec girls have divided
The FFA boys of the New
Concord chapter have been very into two groups, each group beactive for the last few days in a ing responsible for certain '-parts
pruning program. However, the of our school-building. The group
Easter snow has disrupted their which proves to be the best houseplans for the time being, but they keepers will be given a prize at
are hoping that in a few days the end of the school term.
the weather man will permit them
to renew their work.
Bell county farmers have conMembers of the chapter arc tracted to hpy four purebred sires
eagerly looking forward to the this spring.

Kirksey High School

Dutch's Shoe Shop
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'Gives You Everything You Want ...
in Size,..
in Features . . .
in Price ...
NO NEED TO TAKE LESS
NO NEED TO PAY MORE

Every 25 seconds
ofevery clay.
Somebody buys
anew Chevrolet!

•
Stewart Warner Radios for 1940
Offer You.
Radio's Biggest Dollar's Worth in
Beauty • Performance• Tone
•
DRESS UP YOUR CAR WITH SOME ATTRACTIVE ACCESSORIES AND REPLACE WORN
PARTS WITH NEW PARTS FOR SAFETY'S SAKE

Phone 191,

COMPANY

Gordon Damron

•
The 1940 Leonard Electric Refrigerator

659

•

Murray Milk Products

RADIO REPAIR
—SERVICE—

Now is the Time to Fix Up the Car for
Spring and Summer.

•

For Economy and Quality Have
Your Shoes Repaired at

Card of Thanks

GENUINE AUTO PARTS AND
ACCESSORIES
If It's For The Auto, We Have It!

It pays to read our Classifieds.

DAY!

t the garage), but I hear that the
unsaine and rain still succeed
ch other there just as here, and
hen about milking time here I
stop to enjoy a sun set I recall
Hello everybody! Here I amhow perfect was the last sunset I.
tislairi with a little news.
viewed from my back porch at
Miss Maud Ross is improvng'
Concord, and also how lovely was slowly but is yet
confined to her
the last new moon with its one bed.
star that I went out on the roofMr. and Mrs,' Lee Burchett and
less front porch to say good bye
son and daughter-in-law were
to
bed-time visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Wonder if Miss Maude Nance
Raymond Starks and family last
has returned from her two weeks' Tuesday night.
visit to Chicago. Guess they will
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Oldham and
soon be at home in their remodeled Concord house.—Chatter- family . are moving into the house.
where Jonah Pace and wife vabox.
cated recently. We are glad to
have them back in our old neighborhood again.
-Miss Mattie Ross has been card_
ing
cotton bats for the past week.
green grass to appear where now
She
is planning on putting a quilt
• there's only frozen ground.
The
weather
continues
very
in
the
frames soon. So you women
An epidemic of bad colds very
We're hopmg
we have get your thimbles handy and be
much akin to old time flu has cool.
and
more
spring-like ready to help her.
been prevalent around here. Mrs. warmer
Mr. and Mrs. Newt Edwards
Emma Jones and Bryant Jones' conditions soon.
Those who assisted in quilting purchased a new radio recently.
family have been quite sick and
so have I. Can even taste measles. in the home of Mrs. D. B. Byars Yea, arid they had better look
recently were Mrs. 0. T. Pas- out for company now.
'Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Kirks
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Overbey
Vester,
and Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Spiceland chall, Mrs. One Key,. Mrs.
and family spent Saturday night at
Paschall,
Mrs.
Othel
Paschall,
spent last week end at home.
the home of Raymond Stacks..
They had a few Saturdays previ- Mrs. Odie Morris, and-Mary CatheR. W. and James Blakely passed
rine Morris.
_
.
ous been to Paducah to see "Gone
through here last Monday morning
Mrs. Odle Morris quilted two on their
With The Wind," and had done
way to 'a fox chase. Hope •
their Easter shopping there. Mrs. quilts for her mother recently they, had good luck. Kirks was surprised that the with the assistance of of Mrs.
I guess Norinan Bennett and
salesman who sold her shoes at Hanzy Paschall, Mrs. ,Lewis Cos- family will be driving around now
Loenthal's was Dewey Lovins of by, Misses Lerline and Dortha as Mr. Bennett had some work
Orr and Beauton Brandon. This done on his car
Concord.
lately to put it
I hope yet that "gone With the courtesy was greatly appreciated. in driving conditiort
•
Tom
Orr
Laisisted
0.
T.
PasWind" comes to Murray for I
Mrs. Charlie- Fennel has e rechall
in
ins
farm
work
last
week.
want to see it, and I notice even
turned hoove from Tennessee after
Hollon Byars and Robbie Jones spending- the winter months with
the Eagle speaks of it.
We hear the Barber Edwards delivered -tobacco in NWT-ay last her egrildren.
quartet occasionally on Sundays. week.
,--Mrs. Oscar- Thompson and little
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Smother, Son, Jesse Lee, were all day guests
Guess perhaps that jolly young
man who used to deliver gas to man made a business trip to Iftfp- ei *Mrs. Howell Starks Thursday,
our little Concord garage and sang kinsville Friday and wer4edinsigr
Miss S Mary" Kathryn Hurt has
blithely while he:Worked is sing- guests of Mr. and MrS„-Noah Wil- the mumps at this writing.
son of Golden Pend.'
ing in that quartet.
Mrs. Raymond Starks and little
Our Rev. John Outland was
Ben Byars and Jess and Max son. Gone Dale, and Miss Pawnee
heard again Thursday at 10:45. motherman.- Were very busy' the Starks were the afternoon guests
So many write in requests, for past week grubbing sprouts.
of Mrs. Norma Bennett Thursday.
songs that
I'll see you later.—Pudding Face.
even
the children
The singing at Oak Grove Sunaround here say, "Mother, he day' was very goed.. Howeyer, behasn't sung 'Shake a little foot. "Cause of the snow and cold weaths.
and Sail Away' yet or `Speckied er, the crowd was small. Here's
We express our sincere thanks
Bird' or 'Cannon Ball': Send my hoping we may in the near future
name in." That will' rnalte us lis- enjoy another singing at Oak AO friends and neighbors for their
ten in if our nar9e-- is to be Grove, and all the singers will kindoess during ,the sudden `death
of-our dear, dear wife and mother,
called, won't it? Oar if the preach- be permitted to attend.
er did sing such).
Several persons from this com- Mrs. Edna Washer.
Especially do we thaolt Bro.
Miss Geneva ,Spiceland attend- munity attended fourth Monday
dregory for his comforting words.
ed the, • -rachees' meeting at Nash- at Murray. ya Friday.
Mrs. 0. T.. ,F.
Pas
asech
haalli vin
isitem
d uw
rriaty
h We • also thank Ronald Churchill,
funeral director, for his kindness,
lections are going to be .interand those who remembered her
esting over here this year. Three Mo
iss
ndaEyt.hel
worthy and well matched young
Mrs. Eurie Kuykendall present- so kindly with floral offerings.
men have announced for school ed the Kentucky Quartet with a May God bless each and eversi
superintendent, the present super: nice box of candy Easter Sunday. one of you is our, sincere prayer.
John A. Waihet:Sillfm Lottie
intendent, B. B. Lewis, the pres- Reports were that the Zandy wat •._
Cole, Joe, Robert and Pat
et supervisor, Jack Sykes, and fine and highly appreciated.
Carson.
,
Lloyd Spiceland who has for the, Paul- Gargus has added an .elecpast five years been principal of trie. steamer and new scales to
Tolu high school. yes, we an- his 'equipment for testing cream.
ticipate quite an interesting sum'' Martha Nell Morris is spending
men '
a few days with her grandparents,
'GUARANTEED
We were glad to learn from Jack Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Byars.
Sykes that Mrs. Walton Sykes has
Our sympathy goes out to Rev.
so much impioved that she was and Mrs. Cloys Lawrence whose
able to visit him and his sister. baby died Easter Sunday.
And we have been so disapClora Nance has a very severe
pointed because we didn't know
in time that Prof. Fred Shultz cold
Little Bobbie Nell Jones is 'still Next Door to H. B. Bailey
was to address the teachers at not so well.
PHONE 35
Dover. He really "made a hit",
Jimmie Smotherman Js on the
according to reports.
sick list this week.
I haven't been to Concord to
Hello Old Maid, of North Lynn
gather news recently (think it's Grove.
We have been missing
at least two long weeks since I your letters in the Ledger Se
went over to plant some shrubs Times.—Golden Lock.

Robinson Airline 4
Road News

Steele's Store News

MASTER 85 BUSINESS COUPE

Murray Auto Parts
C. T. RIJSHING—Phone 88
Elveon McDaniel

Basement Elms); Scale Hotel

a-

Other models slightly higher

All models priced at Flint, Michigan. Transportation based on rail rates, state and local taxes
(if any), optional equipment and accessories
extra. Prices sithject to change without notice.

PORTER MOTOR CO.

Bun Ray

•

West

Maple Street

Phone 97

s

-

Murray, Ky.
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Brant Hill. Sharpe. Norris Oakley,
1000 Students In Tige
•
County, good.
Baritone: Herbert Lax, Murray
Joseph
Annual Contest in Wellman.superior;
Enats,
Hillson
Myers, -Lynn
Roberts. Benton. OKSpeech and Music ("client: Seth
James Garter. Reidland.

• COMMUNITY AUCTION SALE.
Saturday,, March 30, at 10 a. m.,
at Lynn Grove. Livestock, hogs,
hammer mill, hay rack, turning
plows, mowers and other items
of new and used farm equipment
will be offered fur sale. If you
WE SPECIALIZE in Tasty Fancy have anything to sell bring it to
Cakes, Pies, Pastries for parties the auction.
lp
and social functions of every deFOR
SALE
-Good
Range
Stove.
scription. Let us serve you. Murray Baking Co. Phone 79.
tf Fine conditrdn. Mrs. Rebecca J.
Ezell, Telephone 3434. "

cuissou

1Esu

Follies Gals Don
Ruffles Friday for
"M" Club Show

MOVIE QUEEN WILL
BE SELECTED SOON

The technical staff of the "M" List of Contestants Includes Many
land. James Overcast. Hazel, VerClub Follies said today everything
Wine counties of Western Ken- ilk,ft Rudolph. Lone Oak. good.
Popular Young Ladles
had been done to enhance the
tucky were represented by apFrom County
Tenor: Curtis Hughes. Mayfield,
make
beauty of the "gals" who will
pri.ximately 1000 hign'school con- superior; Otis Page. Heath. excelthe
on
their second appearance
testants .here March =-n in the lent; Ray Henderson. Tilghman,
.The movie queen contest for the
Murray stage Friday evening at premier production "We Are in
annual First District Interscholas- good.
auditorium.
in
the
college
8
o'clock
tic l,eaglie contests in Speech and
Girls VoC.111 Music contests inthe Movies", sponsored by the
Low Prices. Satisfaction FOR SALE-Two 0. I. C. Gilts,
The costumes were designed and Lions Club, which will be shown
Music.
cluded the following:
Whitnell,
remade
by
Misses
Ann
Will
farrow
in
the
near
future.
The committee in charge of the
guaranteed. FREE tunSoprano:. Louise Putnam. TrainApril 15 and 16 at the College
tourney on Murray State's campus ing School., Mhdred KI8h. Tilghing. W. E. Dye, N. 13th Hobert Graham, Murray, Ky. lc Charlotte Byrn, and Elizabeth Rid- auditorium, has startei, in full
dick, assisted by "Tex" Beale who sway. There is still time to nomiwas composed of the folowing: man, superior:- Allyse Broughton.
and Cairo Rd., Padu- WANTED-Several persons to sell has been the buyer for the laces
M. 0. Weather. Murray; W. C. Ma,dield, Frances Chijdres s,
nate your contestant for the queen
cah, Ky.
May 16P good used refrigerators. Chance and trimmings. Among the most
Jetton, Paducah: J. P. Glasgow, Heath. excellent: Edith Lax, Murof "We are in the Movies" and
for
school
teachers
to
make
some
short
extravagant costumes are the
Mayfield. Counties. inalrided were ray High. Dorothy Mae Reynolds,
nomination blanks and ballots are
NOTICE,-! am back In concrete extra money during leisure time. flared dancing skirts and short available in this paper.
Hickman. Fulton, Carlisle, Bal- Lone Oak. Peggy Spalding. BardInquire
P.
0.
Box
69,
Murray,
tight-fitting
worn
with
tights
business again. Plenty of conlard. McCracken, Marshall, Cal.' well. and Verna Vaughn. Sharpe,
There were many new entrants
may be made for the trim Anyone crete tile at all times. All sizes. Ky.
lc bodices replete with ruffles and for the contest who were guests
loway, Graves. and Trigg.
good.
desiring to take a Located same old place North of
county
in
the
ribbon
and
bonnets
of
frills
and
Results follow:
"
•
Mezzo-soprano: Margaret Clack,
of the Lions yesterday afternoon
PARKERSS GARAGE FOR
car that does nia have a load should
Murray Laundry on West Main
lace. Flowing gowns of muslin at the H. T. Waldrop home on
Radio Speaking: Byron Taylor. Mayfield, Marguerite Jones. Trigg
USED CARS
get in touch with the Extension Phone 325. 0. W. Harrison, home
made along Grecian lines add to West Main. Each contestant reTilghman. first; Richard Jones. County:- Mayme Ryan. Murray
A committee of farmers interested agent. or office, in order to get his
M28p 1938 V-8 Ford Deluxe
the beauty of the "Dance of the ceives 1000 votes upon nominaMurray, tiecoud: Winston Starks,. High. suipeelor; ,Elizabeth
Rhea in the improvement- of cotton -in car filled. This delegation should 1206 ,.West Main.
1935 Chevrolet Sedan-Real buy Seven Vales".
Hardin. Anil:C-717 entrants).
l'inney. Training School! Jose- the county met in the office of the arrange ,to leave between 7:00 and
tion, Each receive adidtional votes
for used Type- 1934 Chevrolet Pickup. Best for
VILL
PAY
CASH
In addition to the Follies, the from the ballots printed.-elsewhere'
Poetry Reading:,' Evelyn - Pease, pitineSuiter, Almo. Lucille Watts, Extension Agent and adopted the 7:30 a. m. in,order to arrive at the
its model
writers,
any
make
or
model.
feature
such
minstrel show will
Lewes, first; LaVierge B. Lake. Tilghman. excellent; Sue Coleman'. plan of cotton improvement as out- farm in time fur the program.
in, this paper. All the contestants
KIRK A. •POOL. Office Supplies, o1932 Chevrolet Coach
soloists and seelctions as: Joe Udo- have been supplied with tickets
Tilghman. second; Sylvia Shoe- New - Concord, Evelyn. Holland. lined in the following by-laws:
The-best route from here to Jack- 50
.'5 W. Main St. Phone 20 M285, 1931 Chevrolet Coach
Thelma
River";
Man
vic,
"Old
maker. New Concord. third.
Reidland. good.
son would be to go to Paris, from
to "We Are in the Movies" for
Whole herd of A Models
BY-LAWS OF THE
Marcum, "Rubber Dolly"; Lewis April 15 and 16 and each contavatorieel
Declamation: Boyd' Alto: Annie Mai Cost. TilghCALLOWAY COUNTY COTTON Paris to McKenzie, from there to FOR SALE-A few good milk Will trade one or all for milk
Heart
Beat
for
"Does
Your
Drake,
Taylor, Tilghman, first: Bogard man. Frances Ann Evens, May- IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION
Milan. and front Milan to Jackson cows. Some fresh and some to cow if good enough. Call 565-J
testant receives additional votes
Dunn. Hazel. second; Ans.ta field. Flora Lee Holmes, Benton.
Me"; Joyce Homier, "Dark Eyes";
via Medina. and the' Experiment be fresh soon. T. E. McKinney. or 373.
lc and Fred Johnson, "Jeannie With for every ticket she sells. The
Article I.-Name
Ahart, Murray Training School, superior;
Mae
Minton.
Trigg
Jackson is out on Hazel, Ky., Route 3, Highway 95. tf
Station
Farm
at
tickets aarc printed in strips of
The name of this organization,
third.
County. excellent: Jennella Gorthe
Brownsville Road about two
FOR- SALE-1 good bay saddle the Light Brown Hair."
three and for a limited time.they
non-profit
unincorporatW
hich
is
a
Extemporaneous Speaking: rf•-- don: Reidland. Miriam McElrath.
miles from Jackson and should be STREAML= 1939 WRECKER and work horse, 6 yrs. old; 5 good
will be available for $1.00. indiFoffield. Hardin. first: H. r Murray. Dorothy Nanney. Wingo, eel cooperative association without round easily.
SERVICE. New equipment. 24- mules; new and used team cultividual tickets are 40 cents. Help
be the Calloway
capital
stock,
shall
Hawkins, Tilghman. second; ,,Ray- c•od.
hour, fast, dependable Wrecker vators. Taylor Seed & Impleyour choice to be elected 'by 4purCounty Colton Improvement AssoLimn Watkins, _Benton. third.
Vocal groups:
chasing your tickets from her.
OCAL TOMATO GROWERS
Service. Charges reasonable. Day ment Co., J. T. Taylor, Murray,
ciation.
Interpretative' Reading: Nancx4 A Capella: Mayfield and TilghPREPARE TO ORDER SLIPS phone 97; Night phone 543-W. Ky.
A standing of the contestants
lc
Article IL-Objects
Walierstein. Tilghman. first; Jane I mon. superior.
will be listed in next -Thursday's
. The objects of this association are;
Porter Motor Co., Chevrolet Sales
Hale. Miirraae. High. segond; Jessie
Mixed Quartet: Almo, Heath.
LOST-100
pounds
of
Jap
Seed
orders
farmers
placed
Eighteen
'paper. The following are partici(a) The production of a Single
Service.
Dee Treas. Lynn Grove_ third.
Mayfield. Training School. Reid- superior variety of cotton, in order for tomato slips yesterday, totaling and
short distance East of Knight
list should grow
Southern Bell Telephone and pating and the
Aesetican
Legion
Oratorical: land. superior;
Kirksey.
Lone that the length. uniformity . and 50.000. The executive committee FOR RENT-Three or four room shop. Notify Z. M. Jackson, Newwith your support in nominating
tax
bill
Company's
1939
Telegraph
Richard Jones, Murray Higti. first; 0 ,'
New Concord. • excellent; quality of the. fiber may be ' im- has set April 10 as final date for apartment with electric stove and berg, Ky.
10
of $843,984 is the largest ever- paid your favorites:
Marie Bentley. Tilghman. second. Hazel. Lynn Grove. good.
accepting orders. All orders should refrigerator. Hot water. Good
proved.
Imogene Parks, Elinor Gatlin,
by the tompany in the history of
Piano Solos: Virginia Jones,
date
with
one
of
Male Quartet: Benton, TlIghibi Th secure marketing advan- be placed by this
About 100 yards
large rooms.
its operation in this state and rep- Sue Farmer, Patricia Ma,son, Dor.Murram" High. stelierior; Marjorie man. _superior: Almo. Heath. Lynn- (ages by maintaining the produc- the committee or at the Extension front College campus. Phone 276,
resents an increase of $497.626, or othy Dossett, Pauline Raymond,
Fooshee. Murray Trainirot Seisool, Grove. Mayfield. Murray High. non of regular quantities of urn-, offtee--- .-Pr-ioe--ef---the--sliVe is $1-75
tf
Glasgow.
144'; over 1926. Of this increase, Frances Sledd, Mary Frances 3ohnper thousand and dues 20 cents per J. G.
Margaret Anti .Kosh.' Heath. and New Concord. Reidland, Sharpe, form fiber.
$197.370 was due to the imposition. son, Isabelle Waldrop, Jane veal.
Martha Stamper. ,HaYcIrici. agseide excellent: littrora._,Luzte Oak. good.
To maiatain ceiactitions neces- thousand. The committee consists FOR SALE-or will trade for car,
The farmstead should be given of new taxes Or to increases in Dorothy Shultz, Jane Seay; Charlent; Joyce Bondurant. Cayce, Don.
Girls trlo
Bardwell. Benton, sary for the increase of stocks of of dhesley Adams, Q. T. Guier, B. 1 Fordson Tractor, high magneta an annual cleaning if it is to pre- rates of existing taxes.
lotte .Burn, Nancy Norris, 'Mary
M. Coleman and L. F. Wilson.
Oak.- Lowes., Lynn Grove, superior Planting seedtea DeMeyer.- -Fulton Reser Mi .1.-ere
1
type, 4 foreward gear, power sent the neat and attractive appearFurthermore, while the company" Wee Fromm; Madge Patterson; La- id) To maintain and make conDanald. Tilghman_ Olwene Moore, Mayfield. Murray. Training School,
take-off attachment. Practically ance-that it should have. February was being called upon to pay out Nelle Siress. Nancy Whitnell, Jane
Calloway County Farm Bureau
Hegel, . Peggy
Spaulding. Bard- New Concord. superior; Aurora. tinuoualy aviilable to the growers
new set of International disc and is the time to start this work and substantially greater amounts lel Sexton, Mayme .Ryan, Louise ,
had
their
monthly
meetDirectors
supplies
community
regular
of
the
Heath,
Tilgh, _ well. Frances
Kirksey;' §harpe.
Kirby. Clinton.
set of Furglson plows with rub- the Homemakers. throughout the taxes, its revenues were adversely Shackleford, Mary Ann Collis, Lois
Mildred
Whitlow. Kevil, man. Trigg County. excellent: of pure planting seed at theo lowest ing Monday, March 25. at the Court ber of steel tire. Can be bought state are putting on a campaign to affected by reductions in telephone Freeman, Rebecca Robertson
possible cost, but discourage the House ' and elected Ortis Key as
Hazel and Wingo, good,
average.right.- Turner's Auto Machine further this work. All members of rates, the annual revenue value of
Mixed Chorus. Div. 3: - Almo. use of the Association, for commer- secretary-treasurer for the coming Shop. Coldwater. Ky.
Instrumental' eel° "contests inlp the Homemakers clubs will strive such reductions in Kentucky since
has
Mr.
Key
been
employed
Two carloads df certified seed
-year.
cializing
seed- sales. . ' .
cluded the
'
to make their homes the outstand- August 1, 1933, being estimated at
• • • ' issiierior:, Sharpe. Training School.
Agricultural Conservation
by
the
of
adoption
lei
To
encourage
the
middle ing ones in the community. It is $631,000 on the basis of telephone potatoes were 'shipped into Fayette
ONCE
by'
WANTED
AT
Violin: Claire.-„Fentcp, Murray. excellent; Hazel, Lynn Grove. New
Program, ot the county for the past
Nursing, not necessary to spend money, but development at the time of each county last m,onth.
-s. Kirksigy. good. improved cultural practices.
lady-Practical
Boyd Taylor. Tilghman, .insiiitrior• Concord. Lowe
"aged
ofi To encourage better prepara- two years and will continue workgeneral housework or care of el- just a little work and cooperation reduction. If consideration is givRichard Hood. Training - School, . Girli Client& Div. g:' Training
the
along
with
that
capacity
ing
tion of cotton for market by the
derly people. Good ref. and sat- on the part of the, members of the en to present development, the anBen White. Trigg County, excel:. School. superior; Sharpe, . Lowes, adoption of
better harvesting and farm bureau work, and may be
excellent: Central, fair,
.
guaranteed. ,Call or family will achieve marvelotia re- nual loss in revenue resulting from
lent.
.
handling practices and improved located at any time at the office on isfaction
these reductiens is much greater.
Small music groups:
Viola: Mildred Kolb ,-Vilgh.rnan,
write. 201 East Main St., Mur- -sults.
Fourth street.
ginning methods..
In 1939, taxes amounted to $6.71
Things to Do
Woodwind
Quintet:
Sue Collis, Training School sisTraining
lc
The Directors set the county-wide ray:'Ky.
Article 111.-Membership
Old buildings that are no longer per telephone, or 55 cents per tele,...
School. excellent.
perior.
meeting for April 13, and request
4 a 1 Any cotton grower is eligible
phone
per month. The figure of
car
useful and are partially falling
yiooloncello: Anna Mae Coat,
Miscellaneous Brass: .Tfigh-rnan for membership.
that all farmers interested in the FACTORY RECONDITIONED
engines for any make of car or down should ,be removed, saving $6.71 represents art increase of $3.47,
Tilghman. superior; Ranh ,Brown.
Membership shall be for a per- betterment of agriculture to be
. and Mayfield. superior.
truck. Cylinder regrinding. Crank the good lumber and burning the or 10'; over 1926.
- .
Brass Sextet: Tilghman
Mayfield. excellent.. ,
and iod of one year. The members agree present.
'
In 1939. taxes amounted to $12.12
.
Shaft grinding, bursted cylinders rest.
Alto 'Saxophone: Cfiarlene Ham- Mayfield. superior. .
.
to grow only the variety and seed
Dead trees are always unsightly. per $100 total telephone revenue,
I, Flute Trio: Trigg County, tral- stock of cotton adopted .by a' ma1:,..Id. Murray. excellent.
Information coming to .County and cracked water jackets rean
increase tot $6.03, or 99', over
Three things can be done with
.
Tenor Saxophone: Byron 'Ash- 'iteriluk- •
jority of the membership. 'The Agent Cochran from the Experi- paired, main bearings poured and
192,6.
inore. Tilghman, Otis- Page Heath.- 'Flare Quartet: TIlghman, so- adopted vartety for this .organiza. merit Substation at Princeton. Ky.. line reamed; rewound armature such trees: first, cut them down and
In 1939. taxes amounted to $457
remove; second, cut and leave the
' superior: Gene Brewer.,.1durr2,-. perior.
an-No,tion isihAsill be Delta . Pine- Land reveals that if strawberry growers for all make of automobiles, fuel stump
--.
for flower box; and third, per employee or $40 per employee
Clarinet Quartet: ZIghman,
in this section wish to set out pump and carburetor exchanges;
excellent.
per month.
borers. connecting
rods
ground
and cut the branches leaving stubs
plants free from crown
Piccolo: Margery Gfeen. Tilgh- perior; Trigg 'County. Clinton, exArticle IV.- Organization '
While taxes per telephone and
two feet long, then plant
.
poured for all make cars. Whole- about
' The affairs of this organization plants should be dug at once.
man Latielle Bugg. Fulton. so- cellent. •
Trumpet vine or Virginia Creeper per $100e total telephone revenue
of
University
at
the
Tests
run
prices.
If
it
can
president,
sale
and
retail
Strtrig Quartet: Tilghman_ sir- shall be conducted by a
at the base, training the vines to in 1939' were approximately double
flute: Margery Green. Tilgh- perior: Mayfield, Training School. vice president. secretary--treasucer, Kentuck'Y laboratory on crown bor- be fixed, we'll fix it. Turner's cover the trunk and branch stubs. the' 1926 figureS,, total reverMes per
vicinity
of
Princeers,sent
from
the
and
two
or
whbshall
more
Shop,
Coldwater.
directors
Auto
Machine
excellent.
•
man, La- elie Bugg, .Fulton."..suThese vines become very, attractive. telephone were only slightly great- Highest Market Prices Paid
May3Op
'iserior: S. L... Shelton. Mayfield.
French Horn Quartet: Tilghman. be elected ' by the members at each ton reveal some .egg development Ky., Murray Route 1.
Pilet the wood or coal in neat er than ire'1926 and local service' For Poultry, Eggs, and Wool
annual meeting, all of whom shaft in all borers and one showedernaFrances. ,klearby. Clinton, excel- superior:
piles removing all chips and cind- revenues per telephone were 3"4-.
String Trio: Tilghman. superior, be producers except the secretary, ture eggs that are ready and which FOR SALE-Living room suite, ers.
lent.
less.
We Sell All Kinds of Feed
Brass Quartet: Mayfield, Clin- who may or may not be a grower, will be laid with the first warm practically new-Kroehler Built.
Mee: . Martha 'Jane • Phipps,
Discarded farm implements or
weather.
The
duties
of
See
,or
call
1104,
West
Poplar
St.,
the
officers
be
shall
• .tilihman. excellent: Ella Harris. ton. superior.
machinery
should
be
removed,
savPhone 441-13th and W. Main
According to W. D. Armstrong. Phone 222-M.
lp ing the old iron for junk
The marketing of tomatoes from
Band. Div. 3: Benton. Fulton. those which usually pertain to their
Mayfield, Fred
Wells. Murray
and burno o icer or horticulturist, this Means that in
80 acres in Meade county has been
superior. Murray High excellent. respective orrices.
good.
ing the wooden parts.
PORCH-1
byof
Princeton
some
STOLEN
FROM
•
sections
south
Soprano Clarinet: Oliver .Hood.
Band, Div. 4: Lone Oak. -Trigg director shall receive compensation eggs have probably already been cycle-red, trimmed
Usable farm machinery should be referred to a farmers' Committee.
in white;
from the organization.
training School. superior: Mary County, superior; Reidland. ex.
laid. Sections north fo Princeton front tire red, rear tire. black. stored in buildings for protection
Article
V.
-Quorum
from the weather; if this is not posEvelyn - Parr. Tilghman. E.' . B. 'llent
white side
-Wall. Reward for reMembers: At any duly called are probably a bit later.
some better but it is more expenThames. Mayfield. Margery Shrcot,
Orchestra. Div. 1: Tilghman, ex- meeting of the
Further reports will be Made re- turn or information of same. sible, place them where they will sive.
members 20'a "Of
not be visible from the house.
Murray. Frances White, Trigg cellent.
the membership shall constitute a garding borers as the substation at Herman Ross, Bank of Murray. lc
Remember, farming it made of
Lots are necessary for farm liveCounty. excellent.
Orchestra, Div. 2: Mayfield. ex- q
ne
us
osrum for the transaction of bust- Princeton will continue to make
Corneti Rusoell Lang. Mayfield. cellent.
shipments each week for examina- I STILL HAVE A FEW GOOD stock, but they should be kept clean, living and the farm is your home;
and all rubbish removed
therefore, why not make it just as
I Orchestra.
superior.
Div. 3: Training
.
Directors: A majority of the tion in order to post growers in hand-made White Hickory Chairs
Repair' or renew the yard fence attractive as you possibly can. A funeral director rendTrumpet: David Vs'inslow, May- !School. superior.
'
Board of Directors shall constitute this locality of present conditions. at- wholesale prices _while pres- so that it is good looking.
Above Many of the 'things that add much ers a most intintate and
field, superior.
Mixed thorns. Div. 2: Reidland. a oquorum- for the transaction of
ent stock lasts. Nice enough for all,
have all yard_ fence gates on to the attractiveness cost very lit- personal service. Thus,
Baritone: 41fred Kolb.' Tilgh- Benton. superior; Heath. erreetteett• business.
Happy Chandler and strong hinges so they will open
easily tle except some work. A neat, clean
man. Lanelle 'Pruett. Clinton. Yen- Hickman. good.
Article VL-Voting Power
enough for Odie McDaniel. Albert and stay closed.
appearing farna means much to all it is extremely imporTROOP NO. 46
'doe Burnett. Mayfield. superior.
'Boys' Chorus, Div. 3: Lowes,
Each member shall have one vote.
Parris, Browns Grove, Ky. Allp
The gates around the farmstead members of the family-, especially tant that you- choose a
Trombone; Charles' Williams. good. _
Article VII.-Fnance
and especially those leading from the children, and becomes an asset man in whom you can
-Tilghman. James Davidson. May.
LOST-3 Fox Hounds; 2 males. 1 the highway
Baton
Twirling: Byron AshThe Board of Directors shall have
should swing. Nothing to the community.
have implicit confidence.
field. superj,or; "Ray Treon. •Mur-* mon_
notify Is more
female.
Finder please
T.i4hrnan. superior; Ella the responsibility of regulating the
Homemakers have an opportunis
unpleasant to visitors and
lp
ray. Jerald Dotson, Clinton.. Ver- Sue Harris. Mayfield. Betty Sue financial affairs of the assnciation,
Whit Imes. Almo, Ky.
occurs,
friends than trying to open drag- ty to make their homes so out- "'um' death
nun Rudolph, •Lone Oak. -.excel- Houston, Fulton. excellent,
and all activities which are necesstanding that everyone in the corn- stress of emotion often
WE INVITE YOU TO TUNE.IN ging gates.
lent.
Girls' Chorus. Div. 1: Mayfield. sary for the promotion of the obAfter the premises have been munity will know they belong to makes clear thinking
on the Allis-Chalmers Program
jects under these By-Laws.
*Ito Clarinet: Lloyd ' Emery. TIIV.hman superior.
thoroughly cleaned, repairs should the organization.
impossible and then
featuring the
"Renfro
Valley be
Ralph Weer, S. M.
Article VDT
ghmarr.• •superior.
-Corporation
.Girls' Chorus. Div. 2: Trigg
made. all doors on buildings
Barn, Donee" to be heard each should hang
The Board of Directors shall
there is no time for
Bass-'ClarirreT: Harry Smith. County, Rcidland. Lone Oak. Fulfrom hinges and -be
Saturday evening over'WLW from easily opened, the front
investigalloo - or comT..Mima,
n superior.
ton. superior; Benton. Murray. ex- have the right to promulgate regusteps or
EVANS.
Troop
MAURICE
Scribe
lations
-good
covering
9:30
to
10:00.
FOR
SALE
the
production.
parison. Therefore de. .Freneb'Horn: Wa6., Graham!' eellent.
..•
perhaps the porch floor needs remodel. Plymouth
sedan. pairing. The spring is an excellent
cide now what funeral
1933
Training Schnol. superior: Dick
Bos's' Chorus, Div. I: Tilghman handling and disposal of all cottonMarch
25
Monday,
seed produced by its members.
director to call.
Cheap. A - 1 condition. Good time to do this work and in many
Johirson, Tlighman.-- excellent.
Mayfield seoperior. oar0 will be guided
Tuba: .Carlton Watkins. TilghThe troop was called to -order tires. J. T. Taylor Seed & Im- instances the expense will besvery
Boys' Chorus, Div. 2: Reidland,'
the
formation of grades by the by Bugler Castle Parker.
A4c little.
man. superior; Torn Fenton, Mtm- excellent.
Re- plement -Co.
Sincerely,
Federal and State Agencies cooper- registering for the new Scout year
- ray. excellerrt.
After the cleaning up and repair- Band. Div. 2: Clinton. Mayfield,
also
ating
rooms
upstairs,
in
one-variety
FOR
RENT-2
cotton
coming have 'been done, then think of
Snare Drum: Jack :Mitchell. superior.
of 1940-41 was the discussion of
•
munities.
3 rooms downstairs with two out- the use of whitewash or paint. Do
Tilglithan superior: Fred Shackthe evening.
Band. Div. 1: Tilghman, Superioct The Board of Directors shall
J. H. Churchil:
.leforat Murray, excellent.
advancements made side entrances. Reasonably priced. not whitewash the trunks of the
The
only
Or.
have the power to enter-into agreeMarimba: Jone Morris, TrainElliott and John One block of Training School, trees, but buildings and fences can
Accurately
Carefully
ments with growers for the Proclaim were by Samuel
and
Funeral Home
North 15th St. Mrs. Joe Tune. lp be made attractive looking by the
ing School. superior.
Beaver Colonies . round In bon of seed stocks, and the increas- Daniel Lovett. Samuel completed
Compounded *of Purest
.*Men's Vocal Music contests inhis Tenderfoot tests and John WANTED-Man - and" wife,. no use of whitewash. Of course paint
Telephone 7
ingof
seed
stocks,
and
or
the
proWestern Kentucky Counties
is more enduring and perhaps looks
ided . the following:
Drugs
duction of superior seed for' plant- Dainel was appointed supply sec- children, or single woman or
Murray, Ky.
Baas: Jimmy. Moore_ Mayfield.
retary for the new year.
girl, to live in house with me.
FRANKFORT. 'Ky., March 27- ing purposes. The Board may disJimrny Steinhauer. Tilghman. RobNight,
March
la
-.
Monday
qualify
any seed, which does not
For further information, see me
ert Vasseur. .ReicHanci. excellent; Several colonies, of beaver have meet the- standard dor the specific
Regular Scout meeting was held at W. C. Wilkins, two miles and
been discovered at work- in the
old, and new business was half Southwest of Lynn Grove.
and
grade.
wtostern section of the state in
discussed. ,Plans were made for Mrs. S. R. Wilkins.
Article IX.-Amendments
The reason REELFOOT SAC- Trigg. Caldwell and Lyon counties.
lp
• These By-Laws may be amended reregistering the troop. Following
SAGE,it better than other sausages
Accorditig* to Frank
business,
the'
Court
of
the
troop
at
-6
any annual or special meetingrnof
roma house, 1104
FOR RENT
It because of the special attention' Conservation Officer of the Division
Honor gliVe examinations. Those Olive "St. Garden. See Cortez
given it in using choice cuts of of Game and Fish. from Princeton, the members by a majority
were
as
follows:
Thereof,
who
passed
tests
Byards.
Murray
Route 2.
lp
pork, and the Uniform seasoning one, colons: of beaver built a dam
Article X.-Annnal Meeting
" Richard Boggess-Hog and Pork
and grinding put; it in a (lass al) on Heil) -Gray"m-farnmabout. three
t.To be decided 'later)
Production. BeeeProduction, Wood-by itself. Made-bymiles north of Ca-dig. Trigg county."
The annual meeting of this asso- work.
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REINOLDS PACKING COMPANY on 'Dry .Fork Cree. Giannini
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shall
be
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Castle Parker-Woodwork,
stated that Mr. Gray 'hat -torn the at
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each
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EvansConservation,
dam out once or twice but the
-March
' 25, 1940 'Date of adoption) Physical Development, First Aid to
.beaver build it back It seems that
Signature
of
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Mr. Cray has a crossing on the
It ishe-aim
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of the committee to
John Daniel Logett-Handicraft,
streantand when.the darn is corn'
every , Cotton farmer in the Electricity.
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-fed it causes the water to back get
county
interested
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the
production
Bill Pogue- Firemanship.
up over the crossing, preventing
of
better
Cotton
to
list
as
a
reember
Joe Butterworth - Carpentry,
anyone from getting across the
Murray, Kentucky
Handicraft, Forettry. •
creek. Ordinarily the beaver cut in this association,
The
cotton
committee
selected
at
Applications for rank were made
down trees of which the wood is
p .-+AAPIPRUNI0A'N - A 'formless
a meeting earlier -in the year conof a soft variety. but one stump
by Richard Boggess. Ea gleo Joe
Medicine containing Cantorsists of the following memtrers:
was-sawed off and sent to the Di'TI ia Prutie Juice -combined
C. Lovett. chairma. T. J. Massey,. Butterworth, Star; John Daniel
vision of Game bind Fish here in
Star;
a
Maurice Evans, 'Life,
With Cascara and Senna Is
vice-chairman; Mar.. n
Houston,, !.. covett,
Frankfort and upon examination secretary;
a fazative you'll enioy using,
D. M. Balky Milburn
v,a5 found,,to be irop wood. This Hdlland,
because:
S. W. Askew, C. E Itichie. 15 Arrests Made in February
indicates that the beaver will use Stanley
Duncan. A. J. Wilson. Erie For Breaking Game Laws
IT ACTS OrICK4X
hard and tough. Wood when- the
Cunningham, and Z. M. Jackson.
Smooth; deligh'fal. tasty softer. typeS can not be found.
Every cotton producer interested
FRANKFORT, Ky„ March 27Just what you leapt f , Giannini also stated that three in this program should contact one ; The Conservation Officers
of the
EAST RELIEF. Yoa:11'
dams had been located on Livings- of these melt and get his name list- i Division of Game and Fish
arrested
how it • rear-t
surnrited
.
ton ereek, which flow% through ed as interested in the program.
15 persons during the month of
where others seent. to fa.'
'Caldwell arid Lyon' counties. last
Drive in •
_
' February for violation
on of the Game
Remember it's EPtiriofflica
, tall but that he
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DAY
WILL
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HELDfor Courtesy.
and Fish laws. Of the 15 arrested
too, and Children like it.
THOUSANDS
!whether' they were still intact or
COMING
Al' JACKSON, TENNESSEE 1 8 received convictions. .The offictoot.
Every druggist hal ft n`
•
OFF EVERY WEEK
era also checked 263 licenses clUring
get it for you,
Field Day will be held April 5th , the month and picked up a large
Several colonies of beaver are
o' '60c
akso at sVot* in Harlan county and at Jackson, Tenn., and Calloway an-fount of contrabaud "consisting of
Kelley Hatches 'Em!
A. A. Stokes.,Conaervation Officer county farmers desiring to go on quail traps, dead fall traps, steel
from that county, reported recently this trip should either make up car -traps, duck snares, wing nets, fish
Wayne's I. Q. Raises 'Em!
that they had built several dams on loads and go from their respective baskets, unlicensed nets and' guns.
Corner N.'4t1
Phone 82
the headwaters of the creeks in that conernuinties, or notify the county
county,
agent'a office that arrangements
It pays to read our Classifieds.
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A short business session was held
at wince time reports were given
by the Oifferent societies. Minutes
• were read and an offering was
Pats tits admitted to the Will- taken.
The ground was covered Sat- iam Mason "Memorial Hospital durMrs. Paul Daily led in prayer
urday night with a blanket of ing the past week are as follows:
and was followed by a talk by
snow for Easter Sunday. Several
Lyda Mae Sutherland, Wingo;
folks that had planned to be in Mrs. Wm. Linn, Murray; Miss Sara Miss Bettye Miller, state field
Murray today (Monday) will not Estes, Benton: Frank Redden, Mur- worker. She gave an interesting
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Fulton visit- the winter in the Scholfield home,
discussion on the work planned
go as the weather is so cold.
ed Mrs. Fulton's daughters in Pa- In Florida, and are en route to
ray; Baby Wm. Farley, Paducah; for the new year.
ducah over the Easter holidays.
A few plant beds were burned Mrs. W. L. Cannon, Paducah; Miss
Girard, Kan. Mrs. Scholfield will
Mrs. Grace Wilson gave the benMiss Clara Waldrop, a student accompany them. They are maklast week. Some few of the beds Alma Boyd, Clay; Mrs. Florence
ediction.
at the University of Kentucky at ing the trip to Murray by motor.
have been canvassed.
McCoy, Murray; Mrs. Edgar MadThose attending
soLexington was the week-end guest
Raymond Hutson purchased a dox, Hazel; Baby Hunter, Cottage cieties were Mrs. Amanda White,
Mrs. James Boyd and Miss Maxof her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. ine Tisdale of Memphis, Tenn.,
Grove. Tenn.; H. G. Miller, Jack- Mrs.
new tractor recently.
Reubens•Falwell, Mrs. A. A.
T. Waldrop.
arrived Saturday for a visit with
Velda Gray Milam, daughter of son, Tenn.; Mrs. Ivis Pinson, Treze- Jones, Mrs. J. H. Thurman, Mrs.
Miss Mary Williams of Frank- the J. T. Sammons'
family. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Milam, now of vent, Tenn.; Mrs. Richard Simp- Charley Linn, and Mrs. J. D.
fort spent several days last week Tisdale, a niece of Mrs. Sammons',
Well, here we are again. We Paducah, was married recently to son, Ft. Henry, Term; J. A. Patter- Rowlett of Murray; Miss Betty S.
ith relatives and friends In returned home Tuesday
while Mrs. often wonder why tt is that now a Paducahan. , I haven't as Yet son, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Franklin Miller, Louisville,\ Mrs. Ragon Mcurray.
Lax, Catron, Mo.; Mrs. T. A. Daniel,
Boyd. the former Rachel Sammons we have a beautiful Christmas learned his name.
Mrs. Allen Wells, Mrs. LeGene Dulaney has returned to of this city, will spend the re- and a white, snowy Easter when it
Burie Wilson visited his mother, Chambers, Benton; Bertha Wells, on Hale, Mrs. Delbert Hale, Mrs.
(col.).
Gladys
HutchMurray;
Mrs.
Vanderbilt University iit Nash- mainder ut the week with her should be reverse.
Mrs. Nora Wilson and sister, Mrs.
Alvin Futrell, Mrs. Herman Fueggs, Murray; Miss Dorothea Miller, trell, Mrs.
ville after spending
the Easter parents.
W. A. Parker all Of
.
Nano'. Ruth Lyons and Edna Iola Curd, last week-es.d.
•
Hazel.
vaeatioh with his mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Nora Wilson was carried
Elm Grove; Mrs. Reece Metcalfe,
Mrs. Cury S,
^erki.sferti. who has Lyons have been visiting Miss
Patients
dismissed
hosthe
from
Janies Dulaney.
k
the
ark, of Dr. Miller SaturMrs. Roy Boyd. Mrs. John Thombeen ill for the past two weeks, is Robbie_ Steels and friends aeross
day for treatment of " high blood pital last week are as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. J B. Porter of much improved at her home on the river.
as, Gilbertsville; Mrs. Iva MorMiss Thelma Bryant. Cobb; Mrs. 'fis.'Mr.
pressure.
Hickman
Pattie Roberts, Vera Adwere guests
North
Twelfth street.
Sunday
Delroy Milton is sick at this
Mrs. Jim Simmons has been R. R. Meloan, Mum-ay; Mrs. Frank ams, Hilda Maupin, Mrs. Euna
night of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Banks writing.
Hudgens,
Union
City,
Tenn.;
Lyda Burton, Sugar Creek; Mrs.
helping Mrs. Truman Oliver quilt
Stubblefield, Jr. They were ac- and
A. A.
son, Gordon Rainey, returned
Mrs. Ira Lyons visited Mrs. Gor- this week. Mrs. Nancy Petty and Mae Sutherland, Wingo; Miss Nora Jones, Gleason, Tenn.; Mrs. Otie
companied home Monday by Mrs. Saturday to
their home in Fort don Greenup Friday afternoon.
Stewart.
Martin,
Frank
Tenn.;
RedNoma Housden quilted last week.
Trevathan, Mrs. Pollye Fair, Mrs.
Stubblefield who will visit this Wayne, Ind.,
after a short visit
Hillman Lyons was-in 1%entucky
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Housden den, Murray; Alma Boyd, Clay; Ruth Trevathan, and Mrs. Opal
week with relatives in Hickman. with Mr. and
Mrs. JoesT. Lovett, Sunday afternoon.
Mrs.
Ethel
Childers,
Murray;
Mrs.
and
Donald
Lee visited Mr. and
Tyree Hale of Locust Grove.
Barney Weeks spent last week- en route from
Natchez. Miss.,
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Brigham Mrs. Warlick Hutson Saturday Linn Mathis, Benton; Laura Gardend with Mrs. Weeks in Lexings where they attended the Garden
ner, (col.), Murray;
H. Dunn, Methodist Woman's
visited
night.
friends
relatives
and
of
Missionary
ton, Ky.
Pilgrimage. Mr. Rainey T. Wells this place Sunday.
Peggy Ann Hutson was carried Paducah: Mrs. K. G. Dunn, Hazel;
Society Meets
Miss Marilyn Mason, who is a returned Saturday to Omaha after
Mrs. J. R. Oury, Murray; Mrs. Edto
Dr.
A
bridge
new
Miller
is
being
Saturday
conafternoon
junior at Northwestern Univers- spending the week with Mr. and
gar Maddox, Hazel.
The Methodist Woman's Missstructed near Robert Robertson's for treatment.
ity at Evanston,
spent .the Mrs. Lovett and at his camp at on Highway No. 11
ionary Society held its
Mr.
and
Mrs.
March
at
this
Charlie
writWilliams
Easter holidays with her parents, Fort Hymon. Mrs. Wells remainmeeting in the home of Mrs. T. S.
ing.
visited Mr. and Mrs. Rob DunEveryBod
y
Dr. and Mrs. R. M. Mason.
ed In Murray for a longer visit.
can
Herron
It still remains a question of
recently.
and Mr. and Mrs. John DunMrs. Will Fulton of Owensboro,
Miss Virginia Veal, who attends which is the braver:
After the opening song, the busiA man who can Thursday night and enjoyed
returned to her home the latter St.-Mary-of-the-Woods College .at
ness session was had, -.with Mrs.
dies for his country or the man a delicious fish supper.
part of the week after a week's Terre Haute,..Ind., was the weekHerron
One time I wrote a piece about
who lives for it and keeps on paypersidiig.i - -- Miss
Murl
visit with relatives in Murray. end guest of her parents, Mr. and
Tones was eleCieff-aereiates to ating taxes. But _don't get me wrong. the neighbors. 'Sorneone said they
She was accompanied
by
her Mrs. L. L. Veal.
tend the Missionary Conference at
I think we have a grand president. like it. I am in a different neighdaughter, Miss Ruth Fulton of
Mr. and Mrs. John D. Rather
Mayfield.
borhood now so I will give you
Murray, State College, who spent spent last week-end in Little
The ideal of working creatively
We wish to correct a statement another line of them.
the week-end in Owensboro.
Rock, Ail( .
with God was discussed by Mrs.
Here is Truman Oliver's family,
that we had in the news last
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Frost and
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey- Ragsdale week about a
I
will
just
Anderson,
say a very little about
leader of the program
new school teacher
son of Louisville were week-end and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Churchthem. T. A. has gone to the big
Mrs. Simmons gave the meditation
guests of her parents. Mr. and ill left Tuesday foe a vacation trip at. St,..4q.bn, Due to unfortunate trade day
at Murray. Rubie Fay *omen's Missionary Societies Of with Mil, Osbrun, Mrs. Clanton
circumstances we do not know
Mrs. C. A. Bishop.
to points in Florida.
Blood River Association Meet
and Mrs. Jones discussing "Isabella
from one week to another who Is at Buchanan school. The little
Miss Rebecca Farmer, a senior
Mrs. Guy
H. Herdman left will be our teacher.
girl. Ann, is playing at home and
Tisiburn—Creator of Ideals."
at Bethel College, Hopkinsville, Wednesday for her home in Frankquarterly
The
meeting
the
of
the women of the house are quiltDuring
the social hour. the
spent the Easter vacation with her fort after a short visit with her
women's
miisionary
societies
of
hostess served lovely refreshments
Delroy Milton and Joe Russell ing. We will now go down here
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Autry Farm- daughter, Mrs. Charles Stewart
the
Association
River
Blood
of
the
using Easter deborations on her
were in Dover on business one day to the home of Mr. and Mrs.
and Mr. Stewart.
Grady Housden. Yes, Noma is a Baptist churches met Thursday table.
this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Baker had as
Those from Murray who attendmorning,
March
21,
and
its
held
sweet
little
woman. _She keeps
Hillman Lyons was at Pine Bluff
their week-end guests Mr. and ed the spring .conferenee of the
on business Wednesday 'afternoon. the home bright and shining while first quarterly meeting for the year Baptist Missionary Society
Mrs. Walter Eugene Stitt of first district P-TA which was
Meets Tuesday Afternoon •
Almost before we know it we her Dad, Henry Hutson, and hus- at the Hazel Baptist church. Mrs.
Gseenwood, Miss.. and Mr. and held in Cunningham, Ky., TuesMcDaniel, new superinwill be Wondering why the hit- band, Grady, work on the farm. Ragon
Mrs. John Stitt and son, Billie, of day included Mrs': Joe Baker, Mrs.
The
Weman's Missionary Society
tendent,
was in charge of the proters do not hit and the pitchers The next place is Mr. and "Mrs.
Rulev_ille, Miss. Mrs. A. P. Ford Zelna Carter, Mrs. Ray Ti
of Hazel Baptist chprch met Tues-eon, fail to pitch .and who won yester- Robert Petty's.
Mr. Petty can gram.
of Paducah was a guest Monday Mrs. Carnie Hendon. Miss Ruth
The session Was opened with day afternoon at the church for its
think of several funny things to
day and what the seore was.
of Mr. and Mrs. Baker.
Ashmore, Mrs. Carl Kingins, WA' I am going
saY to you. Mrs. Nancy has taken the group singing "Must Jesus regular monthly Bible study class
to
the
wagon,
these
Miss Anna Diltz Holton of Cin- Charlie Hale, Mrs. Robert Smith
with Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow, presishoes are killing me.—Jitterbug. many orphan children in her Bear the Cross Alone." The decinnati and Miss Juliet Holton of and W. B. Moser.
home and cared for them. She is votional was given by Mrs. Aman- dent, in charge of the Bible study
Louisville were Easter guests of
Mrs. Herman Mack of Mayfield
da White who also gave the his- and Mrs. Layman White conducteertainly a fine woman. •
.their Saarents. Mr. and Mrs. M. D. spent Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs.
It is almost dinner time now tory of our theme hymn for the ed the devotional exercises.
Holton.
Following the study, a short
Guy Gardner.
s
and we are here at Mr. and Mrs. year—"How Firm a Foundation."
Miss Mamie Whitnell spent last
Mr. and Mrs. Will Moore Beale
Jim Simmons'. Colie, if you will After the history was given, the business se-ssion Was held:
week-end with friends, in Nash- of St. Louis were week-end guests
Fallowing the singing of "We'll
This week rolls around to find prepare some salmon for
dinner group sang the hymn.
ville.
of Mrs. Jack Beale, Jr., and Miss all busy taking six-weeks exams. I will be coming down
A special hymn was given by Work 'Till Jesus Conies," the meetthere
as
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Howton had Lula Clayton Beale.
"Good Gracious Grandma"
you can cook them different. Jim Mrs." 0. B. Turnbow and Mrs. ing' was closed with prayer by
as their week-end
Mrs..Neely.
Miss Mary Virginia Diuguid of
"Good Gracious Grandma!" will thinks quite a lot '5f-his little dog. Birdine Burchett, of Hazel.
guests her
brother-in-law and sister. Mr. and Memphis spent the Easter vaca- be presented Friday night, March, Ivie has gone some
Miss Bettye giller, Louisville,
place and
Mrs. R. E. DeZonia of Henderson, tion with Mr. and Mrs. Ed Filbeck. 29, by the sophomore class. Miss Cub Bishop is working
Mrs. 'Dumas Clanton, Mrs. Owen
at some- gave a very inspiring talk and
Ky.
Miss Martha Nell Wells' of Jop- Hazel Jones is sponsoring this thing. Now the next stop
Brandon. Miss
Julian
Frances
is at using as her theme, "Be Ye SteadMiss Mary Charles Farris of lin, Ill., was the week-end guest production.
The doors will be the home of Mr. and Mrs. Tom fast". At the close of her talk turd. Mrs. William -Osbron, Mrs.
Clay„ Ky. and Mr. and Mrs. of her parents,. Dr. and Mrs. 0. open at 7 o'clock. The cast is as Burton. They are
Mavis
Miller
attended the First
certainly fine she led the group in prayer after
• Joe Wilmuth of Cadiz were guests C. Wells.
follows:
last
which the meet was adjourned District P-T,A 'conference
folks.
'n the home of Mr. and yrs. J.
Mrs. Cara Jamerson of Detroit
weeks
Henry Breckenridge, who hates
lunch.
for
Here we are at the home of
Farris throughout the Easter visited Mrs. Bert Deering of Mur- to work any time. Joe Rob Beale; Charlie %Villains. Mr,, Charlie
Jones,
Afixs.
A.
has
who
A.
beesi
Following
prayer
a
by
Mc,.
Mrs.
is a
holidays.
l-sy SatU'rday.
George Breckenridge. his cousin. fine nurse in case of sickness Dimiel. the meeting was called to visiting her daughter. Mrs. LayMrs. R. F. Garrett of Bellsi
Cecil
McCuiston, commercial who hates the same, Harold and many folks call for him. order at 1 o'clock and the hymn mon White for the past six weeks,
Tenn., is a houseguest of Mrs'. teacher
in
Hardinsburg
High Young; Mrs. Lennox, who wants Mrs. Rhoda is loved by all. And "Take My life and Let It Be" was i returned to her home in Gleason,
'Amanda White this week. .
school spent the week-end visit- her rent. Dorothy Sue Smith; we will stop next time at your sung: Mrs. Metcalfe led in prayer. Tenn., last Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Chesley Garland ing Mrs. McCuiston, who is a stu- Helen Allen. a daughter of a fam- place for dinner.
have moved to the J. T. McElrath dent at Murray State College, and ily friend, Paula Taylor; Cecile
We have been in the home of CHILDREN
home on NOrth Fifth street. Mr. his father, C. V. McCuiston of Allen, Helen's younger sister, Max- Mr. and Mrs. Riley Parks
many BALCONY, Nights, Sundays, and
Garland is employed on the Gil- Brandon.
ine Lampkins; Clancy, a police in- times. Bess is also a fine
Holidays
270
cook
bertsville Darn.
Mrs. Alice
Martin and
Mrs. vestigator. Joe Ryan, Cooper; Wig- and keeps her home very neat.
"Good Graciaus* Grandma" is Maurice White of Wallonia, Ky., gins, his assistant. Albert Nanney;
The Alibritten home is our next LOWER FLOOR, Nights, Sundays.
330
and Holidays
a play to be given at Almo High were guests Easter Sunday of, Mrs. P-Sam, a negro house-boy, Joe Dee stop. They are always
ready to
Sedool Friday night. March 29.
Errett Gardner of West Main Hopkins; Delicia, a negro maid, help everyone and folks couldn t
Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor will have Street.
Evelyn Clendenon.
do without them. -'
as guests next week, two sistersG. A. Atkins of Murray is reI had better quit as I could
in-law, widows of her brothers, ported improving at the home of
Our speaking and music students name them on and on. - I will
Drs. U. M. and Omar Griffin. his daughter, Mrs. Inez Waggener attended
close
the
for this time.—Sweet Pea.
district
contest,
The Sillies have been spending of Crutchfield aftcr a long illness. which was held at Murray FriMiss Helen Louis Cleaver of
Mayfield spent the Easter holidays
visiting Mrs. Myrtle Reeves of
Murray.
Billy Manning of Paducah spent
Friday night visiting G. W. Gardner on West Main street.
Mrs. M. 0.• Wratiaer is spending
Several
days in Lexington, Ky.,
with Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Grogan. Mrs. Grogan, who was seriously injured in an automobile
accident several months ago, is reported to be improving.

any

atlin.
Dornon&
FohnVeal,
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HAZEL NEWS

Mrs. Elmer Hutson, who has
been sick for several weeks is
much worse at this writing. •
Miss Audrey Oliver, Murray.
was in Hazel Tuesday afternoon
visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Paschall of
St. Louis arrived in Hazel Saturday night to visit relatives and
friends a few days. Mrs. Paschall is a sister to the Valentine
boys in and around Hazel.
Miss Anne
Herron,
who is
teaching in Illinois. spent the
Easter hisp_days with her parents,
Mr. and 'Mrs. T.-S. Herron.
Mr. and Mrs. Hester Walker and
daughters, Barbara and Peggy, of
Memphis. Tenn., spent the weekend in Hazel visiting Mrs. Gurtie
Grubbs, his sister, Miss Maude
Walker.'and Mr. and Mrs. Lowry
Rains
and their
mother, Mrs.
Rains.
Rev. J. H. Thurman, Murray.
will preach at the Hazel Baptist
church Sunday, March 31. at 11
o'clock.
Mrs. Bessie Paschall was in
Paris Monday afternoon on business.
•
Miss Lucille Cooper of Mayfield
was in Hazel over the weekend to
visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rip
Cooper and family.
, W. L. W. Jones of Paducah was
in Hazel Monday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. August Wilson, of
Paris, were Hazel visitors Monday.
Bob Bray has been on the sick
list for several days.
Mrs. William Hull and daughters,
Barba4ra and Anne of Paris, spent
the Easter. holidays _in Hazel _visiting in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
0. B. turnbow and family.
T. S. Herron was in Memphis,
Tenn., Tuesday on business.
Mrs A. M..Hawley is confined

to her rootn in North Hazel with
a severe cold.
Mn. and "Mrs. Henry West and
daughter,,_ Mary llachel, were in
Murray Saturday shopping.
Mrs. Pearl Wilson of Cottage
Grove. Tenn., spent Easter in
Hazel visiting Mrs. Grace Wilson
and family and Mrs. Jesse Hem--'
don and family.
Mr. .and Mrs. Kelly Dick of
Paris were guests of alnath Owens
and family Sunday.
Mrs.- J. N. Hall of Puryear was
a business visitor in Hazel Monday.
Mrs. Birdene Burchett was. in
Puryear Monday to visit friends.
Herman Shrader of California
arrived in Hazel last week -for a
tow days' visit with his Mother,
Mrs. Edd Lamb and Mr. Lamb.
Mrs. R. R. Hicks was in Murray
Monday on business.
Miss Wilmutlr Edmonson of Albertville, AM., and Birmingham
was in Hazel Monday on business.
Mrs. C. U. Curd, Mrs. Mavis
Miller attended • the funeral servioes for Bob Wilkinson at Puri
year Monday afternoon.
J. M. Marshall and Darwin
White were in Paducah Friday on
business.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Janet, Miss
Marelle Orr and Calvin Orr West
were in Murray Monday shopping.
Elmer Hutson is quite sick at
his home in ant Hazel.
Mrs. Hazel Jenkins, Miss Eva
Perry, Mrs. Dick Miller and Mrs.
Oscar Turnbow were in Murray
Wednesday shopping.
The residence and barns of
John Ward-who --lives about four
miles southeast of Hazel on the
old Murray-Paris road, were destroyed by fire last Friday night
about midnight.- The loss was
partially covered by insurance.

CAPITOL THEATRE
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY
SURE-SHOOTIN' LAWYER STOPS REIGN OF TERROR!

Alm° High 'School

WitA
VIRGINIA VALE
Gunsmoko ovsr
th• sagebrush
as th• Iron Horse
roars weratwardi

NKO
ItADI

_ Picture

SERIAL AND CARTOON

VARSITY

TODAY AND FRIDAY

You're the Best Daddy in the World
Of Course, She
Thinks So.

—BUT ARE YOU?

Have You Put Money
in the Bank for Her?
Is Your Business on a
Will She Say After 10
the Best in the World?"

— Let Us Help You Chart Your Future -Keep Real Happiness in Your Home!

BANK OF MURRAY

A

Rig Enough To Take Care of \'oii—
Small Enough To Be Aware of You
Member Federal

52'

eposit Insurance Corporation—Accounts Insured Up

SI

RiO RADIO
P;Ctur•

NEXT THURSDAIi. AND' FRIDAY
ALSO
SELECTED SHORT SUBJECTS

Lows

SATURDAY ONLY

THE BOOK THAT THRILLED
MILLIONS IS SPENCER TRACY'S
MOST STIRRING TRIUMPH!

CHARLIE CHAN in

CITY IN
DARKNESS

lc;

Lemon Juice Recipe
Checks Rheumatic
Pain Quickly

itrA

If you suffer from rheumatic, arthritis or neuritis pain, try this sim
pie inexpensive home recipe t
thousands are using. Get a ,package of Ad reliable Ru-Ex CoMpound
today. Mix it withss quart of water, add the juice of 4 lemons. It's
easy. No trouble. at all and pleasint. Vou need only 2 tablespoonsful
two times ,2 "day. Often within 48
hours — sometimes overnight —
-splendid results are obtained4. If
the pains do not quickly leave and
if you do not feel better, Ru-Ex
will cost you nothing to try as it is
sold under an absolute money-back
guarantee. We recommend RU-EX
tompouncl

KENNETH ROBERTS'

'NORTHWEST
/PASSAGE'"ohThait
SPENCER TRACY
YOUNG

LYNN SARI • RICHARD CLARKE
HAROLD HUBER • NINO de CORDOSA
DOROTH1 Tall • C KNIT GORDON
DOOMS DUMSPIllt • NOR MADISON

(Book 1 -Rogers' Rarigers) with

A 20111, C.'4,...re. Aitlw••

ROBERT

SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Sonja's
new and
thrilling
it!

Directed by

WALTER BRENNAN
RUTH HUSSEY

KING VIDOR

coxfr.
--- Coming -

um)vvhsItT muff
NAV

+VA,

"SIDEWALKS OF LONDON"

50011115

and

MILLAND • CUMMINGS

WIWI'S Drug
(

-

SIDNEY TOLER

To' $5,000

mwswere

All the thrills of this great book
captured oath.screen Tropic isle,
wild creatures, unheard-of terrors I

Thomas Mitchell
Edua Best • Freddie
Bartholomew • Tarry Kilburn
Tim Molt • Baby Bobby Quillan

Four-H club members in Clark
county are having certified hybrid
seed furnished them at a special
club rate.

More Years — "You're

STRANGE ADVENTURES AWAIT YOU!

\

The seniors of this school will
observe "Senior Day" which will
be held March 29 at Murray State
College.

Sound Fnancial Basis?

tee
ADULTS—Balcony, Matinee Except
Sundays and Holidays
14c
Lower Floor, Matinees, Except
Sundays and Holidays
575

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY

Town•
presents-

day and Saturday of last week.
Students that entered in the various events were:
Poetry reading, Brooksie Nell
Burkeen; oratorical declamation,
Jenna V. Jenkins; radio speaking, Joe Rob Beale; interpretative
reading, Earline Burkeen; extemporaneous
speaking,
Josephine
Sinter; girls' solo. Josephine Sinter; boys' solo, Heyward Bedwell;
girls' trio, Jenne V. Jenkins, first
soprano, Brooksie Nell Burkeen,
second soprano. and Josephine
Suiter. alto; mixed quartet, Heyward Bedwell. tenor, Brooksie
Nell Burkeen, soprano, Josephine
Suiter, alto, and Aaron Burkeen,
bass; niale quartet, H. B. McMillen, first tenior, Harold Young.
second tenor. Heyward Bedwell.
baritone, • and Aaron
Burkeen.
bass; 'the Mixed chorus was composed of about 30 members.
The mixed ,quartet and the mixed chorus ranked superior, whieh
means that they are eligible to go
to the state contest which will be
held at Lexington April 26-27. All
other music numbers ranked ex.
cellent.

CHILDREN

SAU•Ki MOSCOSIOI • HOMO INISIty
Atte Minas', Nan MO
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AFTERNOON, MARCH 28, 1940.

In anticipation of the visits of
hundreds of .out-ofstate cattlemen
NEW SOIL
ciurtng the first fail week of June.
Kentucky Jersey breeders are arContinued from Page 1)
s,ging a full schedule of events to
_SettAln themsaccording to reports
iat Conduct surveys and research
, .,shing: Lewis W. Mbriets, execuse secretitray of The Arnerican arta disseminate information. 4 Provides
for-federal assistance to state
Jersey Cattle Club, at whose New
-'York City office Presi&nt Gaines research and educational agencies
%sweat Meeting at Louisville in and the directors met this 'week. In extending aid to districts )
June, National Sale at
The Kentucky Jersey Cattle Club,
i b) Conduct demonstrations in
whose presidents is R. D. Shipman conservation of soil resources. (Pro•
Lex ing ton'
Of Shelbyville, will take an active vides for assisting districts in demNEW YORK. N. Y.. Marth -27- part in the arrangements, as will onstrating effective control measfor
"National
setting
Lau.renceB. Gardiner of Knoxville, ures.)
A bluegrass
„.
haTenn.,. 'southeastern ri-PreSentative
Jersey Cattle Week" in June 's
4c) Plan and carry out erosion
been decidpid upon by The Ameri- of the national organization.
control measures. i Make available
can Jersey Cattle Club, the oldest 7 Organized in 1860 to preserve the to all farmers assistance in applynurebred cattle registry -association purity Of the Jersey breed of dairy ing erosion control measures.)
in America. An invitation of long cattle in America, The American
(d) To enter into agreements with
standing to make Kentucky the Jersey; Cattle Club now is the nafinancial
- stene on ttstsThstt-annual-nteeting_ banal repository for pedigree and land holders and furnish
erosand natioaal Jersey sale war ac- production reebrds for 50.000 Jer- and tither aid in carrying on
for
cepted recently by The Club's di- sey cattle breeders All but three ion • control practices. (Provides
uf its annual meetings have been voluntary cooperations
rectors. The meeting will be t
and
(e) To acquire. own, rweive,
Id in the North. The Club met
..
first ever held ntKefilucky..tjk
t
' blame of many 4n•lebrated „Jersey in Baltimore in 1872; Nashville, administer property.
The junior class of Murray High is a recommendation for play goers
if To make available to farmers
t
Tenn.. in 1933; and Tulsa, Okla., in
breeding farms.
agricultural and engineering mach- School will present the three act of Murray. ,
Louisville will be 'host. on June 1935.• Other meetings have beAr inery and equipment, fertilizer, comedy. "The Professor Proposes"
The cast from left to right are:
5„ to the representatives of the held in New York City, where the seeds. trees, and materials. (Pro- on Thursday evening. March 28
Irene Watkins, Jo Farley, Martha
And
in
natonal
offices
are
located.
1400-member organization of Jersey
The production will
present Churchill, Jo Crass, Pat Ward,
vides opportunity to furnish CCC
cattle 'breeders- who will comefrom Philadelphia Kansas City, and and WPA labor and such materials scenes of college life with a funny !Swat Scott. Jane Hale and George
Springfields'Mass.
nation
for
theft
all parts of the
Jones.
a • and equipment necessary to assist twist which promises entertainment Edd
annual meeting and - electron ofMembers of the east not included
farmers in applying conservation for all. This is a royalty play and
officers.
90,
above picture are Mona
in
the
was
considered
by
the
Sock
and
measures.)
.55
Lexington W35 selected for the
To develop plans for conser- Buskin Club of the college, which Heinze and Fred Wells.
national Jersey sale ors the day folvation of soil resources and to make
lowing the.meetiog. June 6.. Plans 'kiss Bernice Paschall spent last such available to farmers of disyou soon. Do you know who
are to usseiribik- fifty head of Jersey Weeic with her sister. Mrs. James trict. (Provides for development of
am?
cattle,- the: --cream'tof - thejnattorrir Hart. and family.
long-time plans.)
Pop Eye. I wonder if you have
purebred herda..to belt.ssold at SiOrAlvin McCree was in Puryear
(chi To take over and administer
measles. I missed your letter last
tion there on that date. The na- Saturday.
any federal or state conservation
patients
were
adThe
following
tional sale is signiticefil tb&-aufe it
Mrs. Clifton Evans visited Mrs. project within district. Enables dis- mitted to the Keys-Houston Clinic week.
is a. factor in ostablidlAg values James Hart Friday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Mitts and
trict to 'administer publicly-owned Hospital this. week:
of Jersey cattle thrOughsut the
little' daughter, Melvena, of PaMrs. Alvin McCrent and Mrs. sub-Marginal lands.
Route
trountry.
Eldridge,
Murray
o'•
Clarence
ducah. were guests in the home
8. The supervisors, if and when
mer Hart asaists-ti Mrs. Chat-be
A warm 'mauthernsus. .:CTITICT and Paschall in quilting a quilt Thurs- they determine- uncontrolled eros- 8; Mrs. Will Ed Whitnell, Murray; of Mrs. Mitts' half-sister, Mrs.
Whitnell,
Murray;
Jabe
other
to
damages
Baby
an interesj,ng program- of tours. day.
Coy Williams and Mr. Williams
ion is causing
Spann. last week-end.
vista to bfeding farms, and social
Clois McCree t visiSts3 his malt, lands within the district, may pro- Knight, Murray; Miss Liza
eventts'Were promised by Perry B. Mrs. Murray James. and attended pose land-use ordinances. A two- Murray Route 6; Little Charles
The baby daughter of Mr. and
Gaines, ...president of the national the entertainment at Puryear high thirds majority vote is required Arnett, Mayfield; Thomas Barrett, Mrs. Boyd Bizzell is real ill with
otganization of Jersey cattlehreedbefore any land.-use ordinance can Model, Tenn; Mrs. Otis Williams, measles. We hope she will soon re"ers. a native Kentuckian, ttekserstof- school Wednesday. effective 4These ordinanc- Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Miller McRey- cover.-Kentucky Tiller.
Stephens is some better become
tering -his •staSsis., invitation
His at Billy
es would be similar to those adopt- nolds, Farmington Route 2; Otto
this
writing.
'.*own famous Riverview Farm at
in towns and cities to promote G. Poloskee, Antioch, Ill.; Chas,
Forty potato demonstrations will
Miss Frances fli4L teacher at ed
Carrolnon. Ky... will hoW Open
the general welfare. Provides for Cole, Hazel Route 1; Mrs. Buster be conducted in Wolfe county this
Rowe.
is
'boarding
at
the
Frank
house for the visiting Jersey breedprotection to flood control struc- Rowland., Murray; Baby Glenn season
ers,- and Mier breeding „farms of Alexander Milne.
tures, public tiara& and properties,
Pete
Valentine . visited' Alvin and conservation investments of in- McKinney, Murray; Mrs. Mary
sthe State amprepasting to do likeHicks, Model, Tenn.; Mrs. Festus
McCree Sunday.
wise.
.
dividual farmers)
Jones ' Questions and Answers on the Futrell, Murray; P. H. Mitchell.
Jersey Crearriline.'Inc.'s Will alto . Mr. and Mrs. Barney
Puryear RCinte 2.
24-Phones-25
Kentucky Soil, Conservation Dishold its annual meeting at Louis- were in Puryear Saturday.
Those dismissed this week are as.
Several in this Vicinity have trtcts Law.
ville on June 5. Established a year
Large Bright Florida
Q. Why has Soil Conservation follows:
ago to supervise the. identilication burned their, plant-beds.
15c or 20c
Oranges, Dos.
Of pure Jersey milk under a regMrs, Harvey Stephens visited Districts, legislation been recom- Mrs. Paul. Geer. Louisville; Baby
David Geer, Louisville; Mrs. El- California Oranges, Dos.
mended to'the states'
30c
istered trade-mark. Jersey Creatn- Mrs. Will Miller Saturday,
A Local subdivisions of govern- wood Gordon, Benton; Harold Red Pitted Cherries, Gallon
line. Inca has become one of their48c
Anent. formed along watershed or Johnson. Mayfield; Shirley Lamb,
mator projects of the nein-mat Jer. sey cattle program.-- its presidenti 'We're in the Mosties" April 15 problem area lines, have been rec- Hazel: B. Priester, Paducah; Miss Fancy Extracted Honey
45c
onunended by the U. S. Department Liza Spann, Murray Route 6; Otte
Quart Can, 3 lbs.
'is Lout,W Dr•:,n (S' W,S)-sts M
tt
In
of Agriculture a's the most effective Poloskee. Antioch, Ills Mrs. Mary, % Gallon, 6 lb. Jug
60c
agency for receiving assistance Hicks. Modell.
Good Country Sorghum. Gal. _ 80c
from the state- and federal sources
Georgia Cane Syrup
in launching an attack on the conservation 4Z.soil and water resourc6.5c
Pure Gold, Gallon
es and the control of erosions Local
35c
't Gallon
sparticipation in policy determinessa
'tion. planning, and administration
Mrs. Rebecca ,Corgal of Paducah Cranberry Beans, 6 lbs.
25c
of public funds is provided. Soil has been at the bedside of her Great Northern Beans, 5 lbs.
Conservation Districts receive pri- brother, John Peeler, and children Cobbler Seed Potatoes
ority consideration in the allocation who were sick with measles.
$1.10
Bushel, Small
of funds appropriated by Congress
We are sorry to. report the
$1.35
Bushel. Large
for erosion control, drainage de- death _of the infant son of Mr. and
velopment at farm forestry.", up- Mrs. 'nails Spraggs. The child did Snow King Baking Powder
stream flood control, and sub-mar- with measles and pneumonia.
Ilc
2 10c Cans
ginal land developmentWe anoe also sorry to hear of English Peas in Bu k, now
Q.. Does .passage of a soil conser- the death of the little son of
sation districts act bY the legiaLaEaston and Alaska, 2 lbs.
25c
and Mrs. Euel Pritchett of Dexsoe areate cilstricts?
65c
Kentucky Rose Flour, 24 lbs.
ter.
Our
sympathy
is
extended
A. No. The bill is merely enabal11:30
48 Lbs.
ing legislation that permits local to the bereaved parents.
Measles continue in this com- Inspected Pure Lard
people to: form districts, if they
munity. There has been 59 eases
want them. s
Bulk
4 Lbs. Me II Lbs. flec
Q. How many districts hhe been reported here with a lartge num8 Lb. Bucket
ISe
ber of these being among the
organized in the United States'
Mountain Rose Coffee, 2 lbs.
25c
A. On Nov. 1. 1939. 201 SCai con- grownups.
I like the poems written' by all Bliss Coffee, 1 lb.
22c
servation districts were in operation in 25 states. More than 200 ad- the :writers, especially those- by
2 Lb. Can
40c
They are . really
ditional districts were in process of Golden Lock.
Want to Trade Beans for Table Peas
good.
organization.
Q. How many states have passed Congratulations, Miss Frona Mae
Nice Dressed Fryers
enabling legislation such as is pro- Parker. I was glad to hear of the
nice shearer that was given to Sliced Country Ham X. Shoulders
posed for Kentucky?
A. Thirty-six states have passed you. I think I will be up to see
Best Pork and Beef.
a districts law.
Q. What_ benefits may the individual farmer reasonablys.expect
from a soil conservationAlistrict?
A. He will receive the benefit of
organized effort to combat a common riroblern. Some of the benefits may be listed ..as, follows: (a,
Aid in developing a farm plan for
'PROMPT DELIVERY
PHONE 12
soil and water conservation for his
•
rrrn. .1a) assistance of men trained
1LjtE
CANE
CLOTH BAG
rd experienced in combating erosWe carry a complete line of Murray Baking Co.,
,n, 0c) assistance in the form of
and Bread, Wonder Bread, Hostess Cakes,
Cakes
equipment, and relief
" 2=terials.

AMERICAN JERSEY
CATTLE CLUB WILL
MEET IN KENTUCKY

•

i

Purycar Route 2

Clinic Hospital Notes

Yes, we got our share of the
Easter snow, and smiled!
Easter services were held .at the
Dexter Methodist church at 8:30
a. m. and at Hardin at 9:30 a. m.
with very good attendance at
each service. Union Ridge and
Palestine held similar services but
the attendance was not so large.
An Easter program was held at
Olive Sunday night with the
largest crowd of the day in attendance.
Victor Henson, age 50, formerly of Hardin, died in Detroit,
Mich., Sunday.
We understand
the body is being brought to Almo
for burial Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. A. Y. Covington
of Morganfield, Ky., spent Saturday night with Mr. Covington's
parents in Paducah, and Sunday
night with Mrs. Covington's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Irvan in
Hardin. They returned to their
home in Morganfield Monday.
Homer Lassiter and family of
Hardin spent last weekend with
relatives at Concord.
Joe Youngblood, who is in school
at Murray. spent the weekend
with home folks in Hardin.
J. C. Edwards. local barber, tts
on the sick list this week.
Mrs. J. G. Ladd is visiting with

. Swann's Grocery

TOLLEY & CARSON

East Almo News

FOOD MARKET

CERTIFIED SEED POTATOES
BEST IN GARDEN SEEDS
FRESH VEGETABLES
TOPMOST CAN GOODS
BEST GRADE FRESH MEATS
Prompt Delivery

Phone 37

Murray Food Market

--‘

-• SATURDAY SPECIALS

SUGAR
50`
WHITE SYRUP
10 LBS. 50`
PINEAPPLE CRUSHED 3
25`
2 LE. BOX 14c
CRACKERS
PEANUT BUTTER QUART 23c
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE 46nan 15`
16-ez. CAN loc
CHERRIES
2 CANS 15c
TOMATOES
PORK&BEANS CarnPbells 2 Cans 15`
APPLE BUTTER
32-oz.
20`

Q. Can districts issue bonds or
levy taxes?
A. No. Only sources of funds
for districts'are from_ federal or
state appropriations, or voluntary
contributions of the local people.
Q. Do the supervisors receive'
salaries?
A. No. But their expenses may
be paid if funds are 'available.
Q. Can CC labor -be used in carrying out a program in a soil conservation district?
A. Yes, whenever available. When
CCC camps are moved, nail conservation districts have first consideration-Q. Is it ,necessary for a district
to adopt land-use ordinances?
No. - Districts may function indefinitely withotn. them.- They are
to be invoked solely as a means of
protecting flood control structures,
publicly-owned lands and prdperties, and conservation investments
of individuals. And, it should. be
noted that a two-thirds majority
vote is required before any ordinance can go into effect. •
.Q.'What is the extent of erosion
in the State of Kentucky?
A. Ninety-five per cent .of the
total land area of t .Kentucky Is affected in some degree :Wt.- irosion-a higher percentage than any other
state. More .than a third-of . Kentucky's land' has been seriously
damgaed by erosion. Nearly 3. million acres in this state have been
essentially destroyed for, productive use by 'erosion.
Q. Will soil conservation districts
tend,, to duplicate the activities of
saisting agencies?
A, No. Rather than duplicate
• 'vibes soil conservation districts
•Ifer a new medium, recommended
sy the U. S Department of Agricul• Lire, through which all federal and
.tate agricultural agencies may
• harinel their activities -into coor'stated program directed at the
• ends of the land and local people

9-oz. cans

GRAHAM

CRACKERS
2ani-cr.2.1(
rgs 25c
1 LB. 20`
.BACON
ALL BOX BACON
" 25c_
All
'
Cuts K. C. Steaks and Roasts
, Garden Seeds & Seed Potatoes
'

7

Blalock s Grocery.
We'Deliver

She "sits marired to Van Carson
Four children
October 2, 1903.
survive her: Mrs. Lottie Cole of
Brewers, Joe and Robert of Murray and Pat lrvan of Kirksey.
She also leaves 6 grandchildren.
On December 7, 1930, she was
married to J. A. Washer who survives her and also a brother, Puy
Chilcutt of Frankfort. Ind.
In the years of active usefulness and huoyance of life she was
called. She escaped the dread of
old age and bodily pain of long
suffering.
But her life was full of service,
years.
given
joyfully
and
graciously
No
wherever help Was needed.
task was too hard in sickness or
will,
a
her
kind
of
need
in any
Mrs. Edna Washer died March handst.were always ready.
Su let us as Christians, relatives
20 at 5:30 just as the last rays of
the golden sun streaked the wes+nd friends shOulder the mantel
tern sky. The call from the Mas- of her unfinished labor in her
ter came, saying "It is enough, efforts to lighten the burden of
come Home." And the quiet life mankind.
of Mrs. Washer went to the Maker
In her passing we may more
whom she had loved and trusted deeply arid fully realize our reall her life.
sponsibility to do more, from the
In early life she professed faith example of her life and that the
friends
in Christ and Joined the church at husband, children and
her shall meet her where sorrow nor
Kirksey and
later moved
membership to West Fork where parting ever comes.
she lived a consistent life.
Mrs. Washer was born October
Thirty per cent of the farms in
15, 1886. Her stay on this earth Washington county have been wired
was 53 years, 8 months and 3 for electricity durng the past two
years
days.

her daughter. Mrs. Carlos Roberts
at Almu !linen- the death of Mr.
Ladd.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Wright. who
have spent the winter in Detroit,
returned to Hardin last weekend
and are making arrangements to
get on the road this spring with
their show.
Word was received In Hardin
Tuesday morning of the serious
Illness of Mrs. Arthur Lee of
Centralia. Ill. She was formerly
Miss Retha Henson of Olive. Her
health has been bad for several

High School Juniors Present Comedy 1 Hardin and Vicinity

Phone 375

"We're In the Movies" Apil 15
16'

,,sol

Colonial Bread, and Grennon Cakes. See Display.
47c
SUGAR, 10 Lbs
••
10c
COFFEE, We Grint It, Lb.
16c
COFFEE, "Break of Morn", Lb.
24c
COFFEE, Chase & Sanborn, Lb.
25c
COFFEE, Maxwell House or Canova, Lb.
14c
CRACKERS, 2 Lb. Box
24c
PEANUT BUTTER, Quart
9c
CORN FLAKES, Large Box
54k
SYRUP, Staley's White, Gallon
29c
SALMON, Pink, 2 Cans
Beans, Kraut, Hominy, Corn, Pork & Beans,
25c
Chili Beans, 3 Cans for
15c
GRAPEFRUIT JUICE, 47-oz. Can
15c
PEACHES, No. 2', Can, Heavy Syrup
21'c
IRISH POTATOES, Extra Nice, Lb.
3c
SWEET POTATOES, Fancy, Lb.
Sc
MATCHES, 2 Boxes
10c
NAPKINS, 120 Count, Pkg.
10c
TOILET lcISSUE, Good Quality, 3 Rolls
Buy QUAKER OATS and get a nice assortment
of Flower Seeds. Ask about it!
$1.60
SEED IRISH POTATOES, B Size, per bag
SEED IRISH POTATOES, No. 1 Size, per bag $1.89
CABBAGE PLANTS.ONION SETS - Also a complete line of Crossman and Ferry's Seeds.
MEAL-Well, Well, We carry a complete line of
Murray Milling Co., Mayfield Milling Co., Brouder
Milling Co. and Hopkinsville meals, all priced right.
IN THE FLOUR-You name the kind, we have it.
Sure, the price is O.K.
Bran,..Shoits, Chops, Dairy Feed & Chicken Feed.
Brooms, Mops, Tubs, Scouring Powders, Furniture
Polish-In fact anything you need for that spring
cleaning job--"Yes, Spring is here at last."
$2.99
LARD, 50 Lb. Can
$3.49
BEST QUALITY LARD, 50 Lb. Net Can
12c
PORK RIBS, Lb.
VEAL CHOPS, Saturday Only, 2 Lbs.
35c
BEST SLAB BACON, Lb.
16c
12c
BOLOGNA, Lb.
PORK SAUSAGE, Lb.
10c
o PAYING HIGHEST MARKET PRICE FOR EGGS

----

immumssmsamminsor

ROGER
GUARANTEED FOODS
25 Lb.
Cloth Bag

PURE
CANE SUGAR

0
ri

10 Lb.
Cloth Bag

$125

as

31
at

50c

4 Lbs. 2Cc Extra Choice 2 Lbs. 2Cc 70280 Size Lb. 5c
Choice
J PRUNES
J PEACHES
Seedless RAISINS

Flour

LYON'S

KROGER'S mg
24
C.Lb.

l ST
Sack
C 24 a

I

a

AVONDALE
L110.
Sack
9C 2o4r

Country Club Vacuum Packed
5c
T
Fp
oo
ToLdIG1H
1o
CcH 3
Bals
b. 55c SP
LL
ob
s. 49c FLRbEN
COFFEE 2

in
ft

sk
11
rc

tk
ti
hi
tt
I!

3 lb. °Mc
bag JU
21c

BAKED BEANS, 2 12-oz. Cans 15c CHILI SAUCE, Med. Size
HEINZ KETCHUP,
BAKED BEANS, 2 18-oz. Cans 19c White or Cid. Vinegar 2 pts 19c
2 Lge. 14-oz. Bats. 35e SOUP, most kinds 2 pt. cans 25c
12-oz. White
24-oz. Home Style
3 Lvs. 2tc or PAN CC
2 lea. 15cor
sa!toiz
c.h
J ROLLS J

Kroger's Clock
-ox
210
6
BREAD
Hostess Brand

.0
81'
2' lb.
10c
ROLLED OATS

. 3c
2BLobx
'sc
Brai;CRA9CERS
C. Club, Lb. Box, 23c

WALDORF

Avalon Brand

TOILET TISSUE Rolls 25c

SOAP FLAKES 11:
. ,; 35c.
FREE Glass Tumbler in Each Box

GRAPEFRUIT Packer's Label 95c
JUICE
4 No. 2 Cans Le
C. Club, 3 No. 2 Cans 25c

II

lb. box 23c
LIPTONS TEA !I lb. box 43c
HERSHEY'S

LUX

Lb. Can
15c

'
3
19
` 'COCOA
TOILET SOAP
LARGE
BOX

13••Ilb Mta iZ

i;

2 Cana 25c

CORN

Kroger's C. Club
ASPARAGUS

NC3 r12

25
'

RINSO

Staley or Penick
White or 5 Lb. can 23c
Golden
10 Lb. can 45c

SYRUP

POUND
'
.

Whole or
Half Slab

SUGAR
CURED

BACON

,•••••

LARGE BOLOGNA
U. S. GOVT.
BEEF STEAK
GRADED

Club or
Sirloin Cuts

lb. 10c
POUND 29c

Lb..
29c

U.0
S.NIn
etspc
ea
co
ted

19

AN
SD

POUND

5c

Lb.

1sc

JOWLS

Armour's Dexter

LARD

Shoulderi i cukoAsT
BACON SQRS.

13c

.••
',

Made in Govt.
Inspected Plants

HAMBURGER 2

tI
a

3POUNDS 25c

WE MAKE
'EM

PURE PORK SAUSAGE
KROGER'S
C. CLUB

19c

Lb. 12
/
1
2c

PEANUT BUTTER lb 1 Oc

/
12
Lb. 7 c

EATMORE nuo POUND loc
BRAND %./

ONION SETS 4 Qts• 25c
TEXAS
SEEDLESS

80 SIZE
GRAPEFRUIT

10 FOR 29c
2

CALIFORNIA
RADISHES

BUNCHES

9c

CARROTS

3 BUNCHES 10c

RHUBARB

2 L"- 15
'

CHOICEcfiaD

for,

NAVY BEANS

10

FEED M
EA
GS
GH 100BLabg.

STMARATBHING
2.09

39c

100 Lb. 9 Aft BRAN $1.39
Bag Lo.VJSHORTS $1.55
•

Only 30 Days Left to Get Ma;Attic Waterless Cookware
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